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1. Introduction

How do people learn a further language once they have acquired

a first one How do people communicate by means of that language?
These have b'6n central questions for second language acquisition
researchers, pidginists and creolists, language planners, design-
ers of courses and materials for the teaching of a second or
foreign language, and for second and foreign language teachers.
Attempts to answer these questions have been forwarded in terms of
various "theories" and hypotheses (cf. Bausch/Kasper 1979) which
are largely determined by their authors', conception of language,
language lelrning, and commonication in general.

Ever since the paradigm shift from behaviourist to cognitivist
viewunfhow languages are learned and used, researchers have taken
do increasing-interest in the processes which take place in the
learner's--mind wflen she learns a second or foreign language and
tries to communicate in that language. Moreover, the conception of
the learner as actively and creatively involved in these processes
has directed esearrhers' attention to the devices learners make
use of insecond or foreign language learning and communication,
dnd they have referred to these devices as strategies. It
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II beciume widely recce ized thiat processes and stiategwt, in

learning and communica,lan will be constitutive components of any

illi41411b_

theo EIy of second language acquisition, db was particularly eiopti-

siz Selinker's programmatic article on "rtiterlanguage" (IL)

(1972). this he distinguished between "tive.central processes"
which contribute to the formation of Its, two of them being
"strategies of second language learning" and "stratEgies of second

language COOKIWIrdtlbe.

A better unoerstanding of processes and strategies in second
MO foreign language learning and communication will be highly
relevant for all concerned with second nr foreign language leach
ing: deeper insights into the processes involved in second or

foreign language learning and communication and into the strate-

gies learners use in coping with learning or communication tasks
will enable tit to set up more reasonable learning objectives and
to devise imice adequate methodologies for second or foreign lan-

guage learning lo the classroom.

Unfortunately, the terms "learning proces", "learning sttate-
gy", "cuumunication process", and "communication strategy" ate
far trom well-defined, and different authors seem to refer by
them to quite different concepts, as we will illostiate piesently.
We shall therefore try to establish a theoretical framework by
means of which processes and strategies can be more precisely re-
fined and identified. By utilizing this framework, we set up a
taxonomy of learning and communication strategies which, we hope,,
will be useful in future theoretical and empirical It le'.edt(tt.

1.1 Types of L2 learning

It seems t, us a disadvantage of some of the previous studies
of learning and Ammunication processes/strategies in int.:2rlanguage
studies (ILS) that one is sometimes left in doubt as regards the
precise type of language learning in which they function, i.e. one
does not always know whether the author refers to a second lan-

guage (SL) or a foreign language (FL), to "acquisition" or "learn-
ing", to informal or formal acquisition/learning contexts, or
whether she refers to a purportedly "neutral" type of t2 learning
(see e.g. faronefirauenfelder/Selinker 1976, Xleinmmoi 1977, Tai one

1979).

Our interest in learning and communication processes/strategies
Is ultimately motivated by our aiming at a reasinedimplovement of

Ft teathing or, to be more precise, the improvment of It looming
under classroom cohditions. However, a restriction to this parti-

cular learning context seems to be inadequate Liar various ieasons:

- fhe structure of the classroom as a learning aril ,ohoonication
-,etting dIffet5 in quality from other learning and communication
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environments (Witten 1976; Kroshen 1976; Edmondson 1978; Felix
1977). Confinirlq our attention to this type of aotting there-
ture allowa for immanent changes only: it precludes the poslii-
bility of introducing or trying out procedures Mach have proved
to be successful in informal contexts.

As learners ultimately learn a fl to be able to use it outside
the classloom, we have to know how IL communication functions
in informal contexts in order to prepare the learaer appro-
priately for such communication.

Fven in IL learning contexts, some informal acquisition/learn-
ing very utten ti.kes place through the mass media, contact
with native speakers of FL etc. If the learner is to profit as
much as possible from both formal and informal, learning con-
texts, then FL teaching has to integrate ihe learner's FL
experience from outside the clAssroom and help facilitate FL
learning and communication in informal environments. This again
presupposes that we know how FL learning and communication func-
tioa outside the classroom.

The heuristic procedure we adopt in this article is therefore to
set out from a context which is ne 'ral between FL learning and
Ft acquisition, and for which we use they term "L2 tearful-1g". This
will enable us to set up exhaustive taxonomies of IL learning and
communication processes/strategies discovered so far. It will then
be a matter of future empirical research to establish which of these
processes /strategies are universal and which are specific to/cer-
tain learning and communication contexts, and furthermore, which
are more successful under what learning and communication condi-

Ptwits.

1.2 Outline

We can now give an outline en the article. In 2 we discuss
various approaches to the description of processes and strategies
in 12 learning and communication, which preoares the ground for
our own general discussion of processes and strategies in 3. In 4,
the general characterization of processes and strategies is then
applied to 12 learning and in 5 to IL communication. The interee-
lationship between learning and communication strategies is the
topic of 6, which leads up to a general discussion of pedagogical

issues relating to learning/communication processes and strategies
(7)

I. Approaches to describing processes, /strategies

In this chapter, we shall comment on how three problems in It
studies which ale relevant to a description of processes / strategies
hair been treated in the literaturb, and show that some of the con-
ceptual and terminological contusion one comes across is at least
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partly due to the different ways to which these ptublems have been

handled by various authors. On the basis of th6s ctiticism, we shall

clarify our ,wn position as regards these three problems.

2.1 Choice of perspective

Some confusion has arisen because researchers have not always

made it clear whether IL descriptions relate to the analyst'a or to

the language user's point of view. Thus in the literature on simpli-

ficiNon, interlanyuagr is sometimes characterized as being a result

of a implification strategy/process (Widdowsun 1977, hichards 1975,

Selinier/Sivain/Ourius 1975, Fathman 1977), whereas what is perhaps

really meant is that the language user's langu,ge to the interlan-

guage analyst represents a simplified code of the target language

(Corder 1977). levenston and Ulum (1977:52) apparently take account

of these two ,wssible perspectives when they distinguish between

Lamplificatiou as a characterization of the linguistic product and

simplific,pron as a process /strategy.

In order for a description of 12 learning and tt coavunication

to have explanatory power, the relevant units to be analyzed must be

psycholinguistic, i.e. the researcher has to take the learner's

perspective in finding out about the mental processes /strategies in

leorniny and communication, rather than take the analyst's per-

spective, which means focussing on the linguistic product.

by taking the learner's perspective, we do not wish to imply

thA the learner has a clear or even "scientific" idea of what she

does in learning a 12 and COMMUnlCating in an it. Obviously, the

learner's notions of her learning and communicative activities are

often distorted, naive, ur she has ri conscious access to them at

all. As bbein suggests in connection with an anefysis of action:

"if a content analysis of the term 'action' is meant to provide a

systematic analysis of what everyday interactants understand by it,

then this does not imply that sucia systematic analysis 1.s al-

ready available to everyday interactants. The opposite is-the case"

(1977: 3) . It is,therefore the researcher's task to reconstruct

what goes on in the interactants' minds by giving an explicit

scientific account of their implicit (or sAplicit) common sense

knowledge. It we transpose this to the present context, we can say

that adopting the learner's perspective means reconstructing the

mental processes which lie behind the leapiris observable behav-

iour in L2 learning and IL communication.

We consequently suggest that lL researchers in their tettoinology

observe a systematic distinction between dynamic (verbal) and stat-

ic iwainJ so that verbal nouns like complexificatian, simplification

and ovorgeneralization are exclusively used with reference to pro-

cesses/strategies, and static nouns like complexity and simplicity

are used whenever reference is made to product level descriptions.

-50-
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2.2 Learning and communication

Mother obviously relevant distinction,which is not always
observed in the literature is the one between learning and com-
munication. Selinker, Swain and Dumas (1975), to give but one =
ex .pile, investigate what they refer to as learning strategies
(overgenertilization, simplification, t1- transfer) by using com-
municative tasks (picture story telling, interviews). It is not
clear how one can infer from learnera linguistic behaviour on
such tasks'te how they learn 12. Rather, such tasks provide data
about learners' activities in IL communicatton. (See also Bialy-
stok /Frohlich (1977) for a similar confusion of learhing and
communicabson strategies.)

The reason why learning is rot kept distinct from communication
in some IL studies is of course that especially in informal t2
learning contexts, learning takes place through communication,
and one particular act of verbal behaviour can have both learning
and communicative functions for the L2 learner. Whether learning
and communication occur simultageously - as Intl and St acqui-
sition - or consecutively - as is often the case in formal FL
learning settings - is however irrelevant for the distinction
in function between these two areas, which can be roughly chara,-
terized as follows: learning 12 refers to the processes whereti
the learner discovers the Ipragmatic, semantic, syntactic, phono-
logical) rules of 12, and gradually co -es to master them, thereby
developing a discrete IL system. Communicating in IL refers to the
ways the learner uses her IL system in interaction. In the present
article, we first dea4 with processes/strategies in each of the
two areas in turn (4,5) and then discuss the relationship between
them (6).

2.3 Defining criterN
10,

A third, and perha?ti the most important, reason for the unsatis-
factory conceptual and terminological situation in studies of IL
processes/strategies is that the terms "processes" and "strategies"
are often used in an apparently arbitrary, non-defined way (see
Brown 1976:136 for the same criticism), as can be aeen from the
following quotes: "'Simplification'is understood as the act of
simplifying, the strategy of-communication, the process whereby
specific meanings are communicated on specific occasions" (Leven-
aton/Blum 1977:52); "the learning strategy to reduce speech to a
simpler system seems tote employed by every learner. (..J both
the native child and the second language learner use a develop-
mental process of speech redtKtion" (Jain 1974:190f); "... over-
generalization and transfer learning strntegies appear to be two
distinctly different linguistic manifestations of one psychologi-
cal process" (Taylor 1975b:87); "simplification may bs the result
of a learning strategy or process ..." (Corder 1977:12; all italics
ours).
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While the above quotes Lliustrate
cuctusion in tfie use of the

terms strategy And Nieces:,, some authors use the trim strategy

when they in flirt seem to refer to linguistit lutes, trIIihe

learner appalently onstrutts
hypotheses about the target language

haed on knowledge he already has about his own language. If the

constructions are similar in the learner's mind, he will transfer

his nAkve language strategy to the target language" (`ichathtel

19)4:112). As will be clear from the discussion of strategies and

rules below (a) , it is important to maintain a distinction be-

tween strategies and rules. This has also been emphasized by

Adjemian, whu makes the point that "learning stiategies are cog-

nitive activities of a chiffeient kind than linguistic lulus. (earn-

ing strategies are
irucially concerned in the acquisition of a

),nguage system+. Linguistic rules are
crucially concerned io the

actual form of a linguistic system" (1976:303, ace Abu

1979,1:62f.).

Ihe shortcoming in the osp cif the terms "protess" LAW "strategy"

in the preceding quotes is that they lack cleat definitions. In

some other studies,
authors have taken care to use non- arbitrary

terms by setting up defining enter', NI POiessei and strateglwii

Blum and Levenston, fur instance, in a later study use the tempo-

ral dimension as a definingt6iiriterion, suggesting that strategy

reters to "the way the learner arrives
at a certain usage at a

specific point in time", process being used with reference to

the systematic' series elpirsteps
by which le learner airives

the same usage over' e' (197Ba:402).trauenfeldei and ['online'

(1979) distinguist imeesses from strategies according to then

universality/op onality, proc.esses being universal, strategies

optional mecharisms employed by individual 12 leafners

neaningful as theSe defining criteria may tie, their clienr

seems to us nonetheloss rather arbitrary, as it is difficult to

argue for their relati4 validity on any "objective" grtmincls. The

general problem we are faced with here is hoW detisions relamttny

to the categorizatiorrof
reality and to the establishment or

defining criteria for i-urh categurlescimi be rationally motivated.

lkifurtunately, metatbeoretical issues
of this kind have not been

given much thought in It studies. The presupposition befund the

affiroaches taken by the cited authors is probably the onti reflect-

ed ii 5elinkei's statement that "little is known in psychnlogy

about what constitutes a strategy, and a viable oefinitlon of it

devil not seem possible at
present" (1972: 219), namely that the

iateigury of stiategies is qtt7en a priori mid the task for re-

SPapfherS is one of developing
adequate descriptions of this

category. We would argue that while there are certainly (lasses

o Amiects in reality which can he unarbitrarily distinguished

fr. each LOA. ( cg elephants from strategies), there are titian

phenomena whose tategorit aI t, ("paid t ion is mut h lc riS obvloos

( eq processes Item° strategies, see above). feu the at ientitic

ch,stliption of ,,ncti phenomena, we
corisidei the throve:tied' pe

.ition token by ttw
Haheinasas mist adequate. to di-atm.:Atm]
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the relationship between knowledge and human interests (1971), he
argues against "the basic ontological assumption of a structure
of the world independent of the knower" and against "the objec-
tivism of the sciences, for which the world appears objectively
as a universe of facts whose lawlike connection can be grasped
descriptively" (304). Habermas emphasizes that "fundamental metho-
dological decisions ... hiive the singular character of being
neither arbitrary nor-compelling. ihey prove appropriate or in-
appropriate"4 (312), i.e. they are, in the final analysis, located
in the researcher's "Erkenntnisinteresse". As we pointed out ear-
lier, our ultimate interest in dealing with IL processes/strategies
is-the improvement of FL learning/teaching.The criteria we adopt
for the definition of these categories will therefore have to he
legitimized out of this "Erkenntnisinteresse". This will be the
content of the following chapter.

3. Defining "strategies"

The procedure we adopt in defining strategies is to localize
them in a general model of intellectual. behaviour (cf. 3.2. below),
in which their function can be explained' through their relation-
ship to "processes" and "plans ". The category "strategy" will be
shown as Jeing relevant for FL lehrning/ttJching, and criteria
fur its definition will be developed out of our Frkenanisinteiesse

in this area.'

3.1 Processes, pier: and strategies

Process is frequently used in a general sense in which it is
primarilAppposed to (linguistic) product. This use of the term
is particJlarly clear in articles arguing for the relevance of
"process descriptions", ratherthan "product descriptions", of
language learning/acquisition (e.g. Dulay/Burt 1974). Brown
defined "process" in this general sense as "continuing develop-
ment involving a flusher of changes" (1976:136), a definition
not far from that given by Klaus and Buhr (1976), who define a
process as "a dynamic sequence of different states of an object
or syster"5 (990). It this general sense of EiTocess which

lies at the back of such otherwise disparate expressions as
the process of L2 acquisition" (Brown 1976:136), "the com-

munication process", "restructuring and recreation processes"

(Colder 1978a:75-76).
ft

Profess in this general sense seems to us indeed an indispens-
able category in IL studies, and we shall use the term in this
article as defined In the above quotes-

,-

the issue becomes Aqrs problematic, however, it process is
used in tannection with strategy in the way it is often the case

in the literature, i.e. either as being interchangeable with
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strategy or, in the more specific sense of "non-strategic plocess",
as opposed to "strategic process" (= strategy) (cf. the literature

cited in 2.3).

In our opinion, the basic assumption behind these attempts at
defining strategies is rather questionable, namely that stiateg.,es
constitute a spec'al class of processes. By looking at the phenomena
which are normally characterized as learning or coomnunicatron stra-

tegies in the literature, it is evident that these can More pre-
ciselj, be characterised as "plans": entities which "control the
order in which a sequence of cerations is to be pc formed"
(Miller/balanter/Pribram 196U:16), ways of controlling processes
(see also Rehbein1977:1401, Sharwood Smith 1979, and Klaus/
Buhr 1976, in which "strategy" is subsumed under "plan"). To
quote the analogy mentioned by Miller, halanter and P'ibiam, "a
plan is, for an organism, essentially the same as a program for a
computer" (196(1:16).

By treating strategies as plans rather then processes we can
specify our task of defining strategies a, one of answering the
go,stion6 (1) what is a plan, and how does it relate to processes'
(2: how do cAl.r,citegies relate to pia

3.2 1'1.14 and processes

to illustrate the function of plans and the relationship between

plans and processes, we set up a general model of the plinciples
behind goal-related Intellectual behaviour, icTresonted in fig. 1

below. The notion "intellectual behaviour" ("intellektuelles Ver-
halten") is borrowed from feont'ev (1975:153), who uses it in
contradicAinctioh to "reflectory behaviour" ("-eflektorisches
Verhalten "). "Reflectory behaviour" refers to a fixed coiner tion

between a stimulus and a reflectory resdanse which is either
genetically determined or learnpd, whereas there is no such fixed

connection in the case of intellectual behaviour: rather, the
individual has to choose (more or less consciously) between
various alternative responses toa given stimulus in constructing
"models of the future" ("Modelle des Kunftigen") on the basis of
"models of the past and present" ("Modelle des flIsherigen"). We
shall use the term "Intellectual behaviour" in a broader sense,
homely as referring to all those psychic and behavioural (observ-
able) actions which involve cenitive processes. Intellectual
behaviour thus includes the phenomena which we are interested in,

r.e. language learning and velhal communication.

-54-
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.--) Planning process

[Plan] - -- -- 4 Realization process

Ac:...tun I

fig. 1: PIannlny and realization of intellectual behaviour

The model divides into two phases: a planning phase, comirieing
°goal", "planning process" and "plan", and v realization phase,
which comprises "plan", "realization process" and "action".

The aim of the planning phase is to develop a plan, the exe-
cution of Ouch will result in an action which will lead to the
octional goal. In order t-Jr the plan to match the goal, the indi-
vidual has to base the construction or selection of a plan on an
analysis of the given situation and its resources with lewd to
the goal. leont'ew characterises the first phase in intellectual
behaviour as coeprising "the orientation about the situation and
the condltions!of the task" ("die Orientierung idler Situation and
Bediiiyungen der Aufgabe") which lends to the "selection of_the
plan of action" ( "Auawahl dos Hondlungsplans", 1975:153). The
"assessmmit of the situational conditions" ("Finactditzung") also
constitutes the first of Ret.aein'a seven "phases of the pr !ess of
action" ("Stadien de3 Handlungsprozessos", 1977:14Iff).

As regards the structure of plans, Miller, halanter and Pri-
bram assume them to be hierarchically organized (19611:161), which
can be exemplified by the division into pragmatic, semantic, syn-

i
tactic arxl phonological elements of plans aimed at verbal hchav-
lour. This hierarchical organization of plans is of some interest
in relation to strategies, i point which will be further discussed

,..,-below (3.4.2.).

In the relevant literature, one often finds that no distinction
is made between the planning process and the plan itself. thus
eont'ev says that "the programme plan] 1S IKallitlg given,
readymode, but a process, the proceqs of programming" (1975:216)
taxi Miller, lkilonter and Prih am refer to a plan as c "hierarchic.
procesq" (1960:16). Although a distinction is arbitrary, as we ate

-55-
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dealing with puyiltulugleal cunstiocts which have nut been given any
nemulugnal suppuit, we find that it is convenient to maintain a
dist int lion between the planning pith, is, whiche sensitive to
what, type of gnat has been selected and to the dila yais of the sit-
uation, and the plan itself, which is what controls the realization
pha. In so doing, we follow Itehhein, who explicitly dist ittguishes
between the phi-Hong pfucess and the Am as its result (1977:140 ).

by (balat It:lung a plan as "nettling given, leadyutade", leunt'ev
implies that plans die being constructed by the in in -gene-
at mg speech. th I ler, Galante' and Pi ibram (1960, especia 11711 )

and ffultbein (19174146), however, distinguish between reclyatade,
automatic plans willt11 the Mal VIdUal can choose among, and plans
whith ate ypet if fealty Nitwit by ,t he individual in a paiticulal
banal Ion. Itu-reover, it is 1.5 intAtel of controversy to what extent
the tedlicattun pioress, 1.e, th conversion of a plan into action,
ail take plate without the exi!...teik.0 of plans: according to Hi I ler,

baltallet and li'ibram, this is nut assumed to be the case, whereas
leont'ev (1975:153, 1941) and Hellbent (19774147) draw a clear die

Itrµttun between "unplanned" and "planned" countunicaliva behaviour.
Intelesting though this question is, it is beyond the avow: of the
pi :stilt alt 1.2 he to engage in arty. fin titer discussion of it, itt
pat tit utar as it is of no set loos consequent e for our treatment
of I ealtolisi and ( Ion sitateyleS 1.ur)(.1 we take.
In the lot lowing, we adupt what, we .e.0115 tiler the stnager claim as
.,een flout a Lognitivist view and consnier all intellectual places-
se.. to lie planned by either readytmale, automat it plans co by plate,
I on.t 1 enli'd all hue, as Beset "bed immediately above.

of verbal behaviour, the :Along (tait implies that in todui lu
reach a teaming in Lowman( ative goal, the learner/language user
sets up a plan on the bat is of her LngtliSllc systeol(el (and her
abbt.;.:.nient of 81t oat natal fat tore) and selet is the rules/it emit
how be" sypitea; whit), are to go into the plan. We asiume that
this planning pita.e..s and the realization of the :Ill as its pi ell-
llt t is Implied In1 0111111011 notinns like "role appliLat ion" or "lel )1113

I 111411;t ,ystem", and we shall 050 these n010118 for the
of bit vit y .et dust fitted.

53 1'1 and shalt:tow.

We sent lotted in 3.1 that we consider strategies to tat plants,
lathe' than pito etstate., and 111 5.Z we Set up to general model fur
goal to fated fitful lit teal behavittoi , derttulshratlny haw plans ate
astllt.ul la Mitt ion within tile two [theses of the model; plant trill

MO e.,111 lea What now tetidula to be done is describe what
thatat tea 1 /LS those plans to which we want to iefor by the term

f at t..12..
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. Befoie we proceed to doing this, it should be repeated that we
do not consider strategies to form a "given" class (cf. 2.3.).
Plans cad be characterized by numerous criteria and consequently
divided into subgroups in a variety of ways. If we do not want to
establish a mote or less arbitrary subgroup of plans we have to
base our defining criteria on our "Erkenntiisinteresse". This, in
the context of the present article, means relating the defining
criteria to what is of relevance to FL learning/teaching.

Basing the defining criteria for strategies on one specific
Hype of L2 learning, namely FL learning, is not meaat, to imply
that the definition of strategies holds true for that context only:
strategies as defined in the present article can no doubt be
found in d multitude of learning and'communication situations.
Bet the approach we adopt implies that the subgroups of plans we
establish as strategies is not necessarily a relevant subgroup
in contexbother than that of FL learning/teaching.

Our defining criteria relate to the learner and not to her
observable behaviour (cf. the discussion of "mental reconstruct ton"

above, 2.1.). It is often difficult, on the basis of a certain
Instance of behaviour (eg (part of) an utterance in a sample of
learner language) to decide to what extent the plan which under-
lies the behaviour satisfies the defining criteifia for strategies.
The main reason for this is that there is no one-to-one correspon-
dence between plans which satisfy the defining criteria (and
which are therefore "strategies") and behaviour: strategies may
bring about exactly the same instances of behaviour as m4y "non-
strategic" plans. Some types of beh.viour, as eg the use of ges-
tures and sound imitation in commun..cation, or the use of "behdv-

lomat" learning strategies (cf. 4.4. below) are indeed more
kelj to be the result of "strategies" rather than "plans", just

a micative behaviour which is affected by strategies may

contain "traces" of the defining criteria (or "strategy markers",
eg hesitations, laughs, etc., cf. finch/Kasper 1960). But in
numerous cases it is impossible to decide in a non-arbitrary way
whether the defining criteria for strategies were satisfied or

not at the moment of production.

5.4 Strategies

In the preceding paragraphs we characterized strategies as
plans which sallAy certain, as yet unspecified, criteria. These
criteria are a Ltitelion of problem-orientedness and a criterion
of consciousness. The criterion of consciousness is derived from
the criterion of problem-orientednees and can consequently be
considered d "secondary" criterion. The two criteria are discus-

sed in 3.4.1., which represents our attempt at defining strategies.
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Our criterion cf consciousness differs from the way consciouL-

ness has been used in a number of previous studies (eg Tarone 1977)

in that it is not taken by us to hold directly for the strategy
itself but rather for the situation in which the strategy is used.
In 3.4.2., we discuss this and a number of related issues having

to do with consciousness.

3.4.1 Problem-orientedness and consciousness
:011

In 3.2. we de4pribed plans as being inherently goal- [elated,
without discussing the nature of goals. Our "primary" defining
criterion for strategies, prlablem-orientedness, presupposes
distinction between goals which the individual experiences no
difficulty in reactant-I an hich present themselves to the

individual as "prob . only plan at relate to the latter

type of goals will be considered strote

The word' "cr6blem" is sometimes used in a-rather vague way
as a near-Synornm to "task". this is not in accordance aith our

usage of the ord, which corresponds to the definition given by
Klaus,and Ruhr, who define plubrem as "'recognition by an indivi-
dual ... of the insufficiency of her ... existing knowledge to
reach a ... goal and of the consequent need for expanding 'this
knowledge" 8(1976:974). If the individual experiences a wtoblem
in itaihing a goal, this implies that the learner is conscious
about there being a difficulty. Hence the derived, secondary
status oh consciousness as a defining criterion of utnitegies,

Returning to the general model (fly. 1), we can establish

two situations for the occurrence of strategies, depending
on whether the problem is 4problem in the planning phase in

in the realization phase. In the first case, the individual ex-
periences a problem in constructing a plan whichishe considers an

adequate means for reaching her goal. In the secaind case, the

problem crops up when the individual attempts to perform the plan.

If strategies are to be devised in order to reach ;oils whose

attainment is seen as a problem, then individuals have to mentally
anticipate these goalsr as results of their action. According to
HOrxist anthropology, the capability of mental anticipation con-
stitutes a specifically human quality. 9 This idea ;cos been taken
up by Schmidt and Harnisch, who maintain that "action plans or
strategies are the expression of the specifically hman capability
to mentally anticipate the results of an action and to act

sciously and systematically in order to reach a goal" (1975),'"

Decisions ab to how to achieve these goals are non-arbitrary: in-
dividuals try to realize them in as efficient a way as possible,

1.e. they use what seems to he to be the most efficient means
relative to a given end. .)bviously, what they conceive of as being
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most efficient might turn out not to have been the optimal pro-
cedbre, and it might evnribe the case that the achieved result
does not correspond to the intended ghat. It follows therefore
that efficiency, like our defini , criteria, refers to the Boaz.--
er's/learners, and not to the analyst's, perspective. The assumed
efficiency of an ends-means-relation as a crucial feature of itrat-
allies has also b4h uggested by Schmidt and Harnisch (1975)1 andby K. Wagner (1977I11.

Using problem-orientedness as a defining criterion has been
done by both Kellerman and Jordens in their respective descrip-
tions of strategies: Kellerman defines a strategy as "a well-
organized approach to a problem" (1977:93), and Jordens makes the
point that "strategies can only be applied when something is ac-
knowledged as problematic" (1977:14), which points to the addi-
tional criterion of consciousness. Neither Kellerman nor Jordens,
however, argue for their defining criteria relative to a given
"Erkenntnisinteresse".

As we pointed out above (3.3.), our defining criteria for
strategies relate to what is of relevance to FL learning/teaching.
It is obviously important that learners not only achieve a (per-
tial) communicative competence in the FL but-also that they become
competent in reaching learning and communication goals which they
experience problems in reaching ("learning how to learn" and
learning how to communicate in situations/about topics which differ
from whet characterises classroom communication). One prerequisite
for this is that learners are conscious about the existencgiof
leainno and communication problems, as this creates thericessary

`motivat anal basis for learning how to set about solvirxi such prob-
lems by means of strategies. Another prerequisite is clearly that
learners are aware of the ends=means relationship of using strate-
gies and that they become conscious of the various ways in which
strategies can be employed. The pedagogical aspects of learning
and communication strategies as defined in the present article are
further discussed in 7.2. and 7.3.

3.4.2 Consciousness

As we pointed out in 3.4., our criterion of consciousness
differs from the way consciousness has been used by some other
IL researchers as a means of characterizing strategies. Thus
Medi (n,0), Kleinmann (1977) and Tarone (1977) all characterized
strategies as being consciously employed by the language user
which, formulated within our general model, is the same as saying
that it is the plan which the individual is conscious about.

. Although it is no doubt the case that plans can he consciously
developed and employed, we do not want to adopt this as a definer?
criterion for strategies. First of all, consciousness as applied, 0
pfrna is perhaps more a matter of degree than of either-or, as re
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apparent from farone/frauenfelder/Selinket (19/6), who distin-

guish between "more 'conscious "' and "more 'unconscious'" strat-

egies (see also (drone 1979 fur a similar point). this, to some

extent, may be related to the hierarchical ulganization of plans

(cf. 5.2.): it is probably the exception, rather than the rule,

that consciousness refers to a complete plan: in most cases,

'certain elements only in the plan will be consciously selected,

ey (in connection with communicative plans) "high-level elements"

like vocabulary (Jordens 1577:16) or pragmatie, semantic and

syntactic, rather than articolatoty, features (Leont'ev 1975:

195ff).

Second, consciousness is cleatly not a constant holding tot

specific types of plans (or parts of plans) across all indivi-

duals. As pointed out by Sharwood Smith, "dIffelent Individuals

may be-wore or less able to bei.xne aware of their own internal

mental opetations" (1979), which representsaconseiumness-raising

process. furthermor\:e opposite situation can also be envls-

aned: individuals may tomatize what was at one at constic.usly

employed plans. this points to the following theoletically pos-

sible classification of plans:

(1) plans which are always consciously employed

(2) plans which are never consciously employed

(it plans which to some language users and/or in some situations

may be consciously used which to other language users

and/or in othet situations are used unconsciously.

If ,aieti a classification could be given empirical support, this

would be highly interesting from the view of It leaining/teaching,

as this covets the areas of consciousness raising and automatiza-

tion, which tunoie+ear implieations for the choice of teaching

methods. ' Also, the issue of consciousness as relating to plans

Is of considerable interest t, It researchers as it delimits the

subgroup vf plans which can be characterized by means of intro-

spective techniques (viz. time strategies) from other types u'

plans, the existence and name of which can only be inferred from

behavioural data or neurological investigations. However, using

cmisciumness relating to plans as a defining criterion of strat-

egles at the present state of ignorance would be ruttier vacuous,

for which reason we shall keep the question open by charactetising

strategies as potentially conscious plans. By adding together hat

we have said about strategies in the present chapter we can no

say that a strategy Is a potentially conscious plan for solving

what to the individual presents itself as a problem in reachin9 a

particular goal.

t
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4. Processes and strategies in 12 learning

4.1 Language learning and types of intellectual behaviour

In the introductory chapter, we mentioned the paradigm shift
from behaviourist to cognitivist views of language learning. Basic
to the cognitivist view la the assumption that the learner is
actively and creatively involved in the learning process which,
following a general Piagetian model of developmental psychology,
can be characterized as a process of assimilation and accommodation.

Alt "creative" aspebt of rule formation is of central
relevance to he cognitive paradigm of language learning, recent
research hay paid more and more attention to ways in which the
cognitive irocesses of lagguage learning are interrelated with
aspects of the learning situation, eg what the impact of linguistic
input is on language learning (see, eg, Hatch 1974), and how learn-
ers try out their hypotheses about the L2 and obtain feedback (see,
eg, Vigo/Oiler 1976). It is no doubt because of these links be-
tween language learning and communicative behaviour that a distinc-
tion between learning and commurication is not always maintained
in the literature, as'66served above (2.2.).

Another, obviously very important aspfct of language learning
in addition to rule formation is rule automatization: the learner
not only has to learn new rules but also to develop her ability
to use these rules, ;:lore or less automatically, in communication.
This aspect of language learning has often been jotally neglected
by researchers holding a dogmatically cognitivist view of language
learning, au opposed to a number of Soviet researchers working in
a framewo of "Sprethtatigkeit" theory (eg Gal'perin I'M, leont'-
ev 1971), who observe a distinction between cognitivist and be-
haviourist of language learning in their studies.

It we apply the oeneral model of goal-related intellectual
behaviour (cf. 3.2. above) to 12 learns ,g, we can di roguish .r.

between the following two situations: (1) the realizat process
is a behavioural sell yi (7) the realization process is a psycho-
linguistic activity In either case, the goal represents acme
aspect of language arning and Is consequently ps,cholinguistir
(see however the iennral discussion of behavioural strategies in
4.3. fur a modification of this).

the first situation can be illustrated by an example from
hypothesis testing (cf. fig. ?; see also 4.2.3.). the learner
has established a hypothetical rule Rh and wants to try it our.
this constitutes the goal. 11,3 learner hos to develop a plan for
how to test the hypothesIk, which represents Cie planning ,Irocess
and the plan itself. ?he plain may be to appeal directly to some
authority (native speaker /reference books) for confirmation or
to apply the rule tentatively in connunicatico (productively/
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receptively ). This represents the realization process. The pro-
duct of this process is the establishment of Rh as a "fixed" rule
in the IL or, in the case of negative feedback, cne deletion of
the rule from the learner's IL system. This repre,,nt:, the answer
to the question raised under the goal.

.Iis Rh ---- * Planning process

correct

Plan:

direct appeal/
use of R

h
in

communication

1 Realization
irocess: asking,

"looking it up"/
communication

Product:

"fixed" rule/
deleted Jule

fly. 2: Example from 1? learning (hypothesis testin)) with be-
havioural fealization_process

10 Illustrate the situation which the lealiation process
involves the learner in psycholinguistic, rather than behavioural,
activity we give the following example. The learner wants to find
out how to refer to future events in L2. This represents the goal.
In order to do so, the lealrieL_bas to develop a plan for how to
establish a rule. In some (mainly formal) learning situations,
this could be achieved through behavioural activity such as
"looking it up". We assume that this possibility is not open to
the learner, for which reason he has to develop a plan which
can lead to the edahliEhment of a (hypothetical) rule. This
could be to inouce the rule from input data.

hxkwing the rule ii8uld theh represent the realization process
leading to the establishment of the hypothetical rule R in the

II system (the pioduct of the process). This is illustrUted in
fig. S.
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Goal:

how to refer
to future

events in L2
--- 4 Planning process

Plan:

induction from ----
input data

A i

Realization
process:

induction

A,

Product:

hypothetical
rule

Fig. 3:Alpample from L2 learning (hypothesis (IN-motion) with
psvetiolingutstic realization process

4.2 IL rule formation

Before we discuss IL rule formation in some detail (4.2.3.) it
will be necessary to take a closerelook at three of the basic
areas within the learning process, viz. the IL system and its
components (4.2.1.), input/intake to the system, and output from
thesystege(4.2.2.).

4.2.1 _Components of the IL system

The IL item consists of ,Nolicit and explicit (pr metelin-
guistic) knowledge of unanalyzed -hunks, hypothetical rules and
fixed rules. The extent to which the learner has stored explicit
knowledge determines her ability to monitor her learning of and
communication in IL. The terms "implicit" and "explicit" knowledge 'ft.
of IL rules (Bialystok, 1979e; BielystokArbhlich 1977) correspond
to Widdnwson's "expression rules" and "reference rules ", Asper-
tively (1977). "Onanalyzed chunks" are L2 items which the learner
has stored as "prefabricated patterns", i.e. without analyzing
them into their underlying rules and elements. Of the two types
of rules the IL system includss, the hypothetical rules refer to
the hypotheses the learner has set up for herself about the re-
gularities of L2. Together with the unanalyzed chunks, the hypo
thetical rules form the part of the :L syem which is permeable
(Adjemian 1976) and thus subject to A long as hypothetical
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rules are a component of a speaker's IL system, she can be said

to be in the process of learning.
The fixed rules, on the other

hand, constitute the stable rules the learner arrives at as a

.result of her hypothetical rules having
been confirmed (see below).

Cnce a fixed rule has been established,
the learner can be said

to have stopped learning in this particular IL area. The fixed

rules fall into two categories: they are
either identical with or

differentfrom 12 rules. In the latter case, they constitute the

fossilized parts of IL which were first .mentioned by Selinker

(19721 and which have been extensively
discussed in Vigil and Oiler

(1976) and Selinker and xamendella (1978).

In pdfticular within 51 acquisition, the quantitative distribu-

tion of the IL components changes during the learning process:

while in the beginning stages of 12 learning the unanalyzed chunks

and the hypothetical rules have a
proportionately larger share

than the fixed rules, these will increase with ' advancement of

learninci until they constitute the only categor f IL rules, which

implies that the individual is no longer in the Process of 12 learn-

ing. Accordingly, the learning of a particular rule will typically

proceed from the storage of that rule in an unanalyzed chunk over

a hypothesis or several concyrrent or cons.-utive hypotheses about

the rule to its establisment as a fixedsule.

4.2.2 Input intake - output

Relative to tune IL system, the L2 data the learner is exposed

to function as potential inpuf,which is, however, tri be distin-

guished from the actual intake (Corder 1967, 1978a), ie the sub-

set of the input which is assimilated
by the IL system and which

the II system accommodates to.

the notion of intake as seen from a learning point of view

is more rIstricted than as seen from the point of view of com-

municationhile in the latter case, all of the 12 oput the

learner receives and decodes at a particular instance in communi-

cation can be regarded as intake, intake as relating to 'earning

refers only to input on the basis of which the learner forms her

hypotheses about the L2 rules and tests them out suhRequently.

Which part of the available input the learner actually takes

in will depend on the state of the II system and various non-

linguistic factors, in particular the learner's motivation for

L2 learning. Deriving intake from input by selecting what the

IL system is ready to use for hypothesis formation and testing

can be referred to as input reduction. As the learner can my

ropcess a very limited part of the available L2 data at a H3,

input reduction is necessary for the learner in order to reduce

her learning load at a given point in the learning process.
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With respect to different types of input and their impact on
the L2 learning process, it should be mentioned that en Important
difference between input in informal learning settings and in for-

+ mal instruction Is Its having-the form of raw data in the former
and of structured data in the latter case, which implies the in-
herent possibility for formal instruction to organize the L2 input
so that the new learning material corresponds exactly to the learn-
er's ac ntake. It is obvious, however, that we do not yet

.....-mr=7itnough about L2 learning to be able to devise such optimally
learner- oriented syllabuses. In formal instruction with the ex
caption of teaching which follows an extreme version of the direct
method - the learner as of course not only presented with lin-
guistic data but also with metalinguistic information about L.

The taken-in metalinguistaL information is then stored in the IL
system as the elearner's explicit knowledge or reference rules
which allows for monitoring IL learning and communication. It is
perhaps these two input features structured (selected and graded)
L2 data and systematic metetinguistic information - that charac-
teristically distinguish L2 learning from acquisition (Krashen
1976).

The IL data which the iemoner produEes as outputere a function
of the IL system and of the learner's making use of learning and
communication plans and strategies. It is a major problem for the
analyst to determine which of the IL components described above
the learner has relied on in producing planning and realizing,
cf. 3.2. above) a particular IL utterance, or if the utterance in
question is in fact the result of an additional learning or com-
munication plan or strategy (cf. Adjemian 1976, larch 1979a). Very
often, an IL utterance cannot be attributed to any of these pos-
sible sources on the basis of IL output alone. Mere we touch upon
the problem of IL data elicitation. A discus ion of this issue,
however, is beyond the scope of this article.

In fig. 4, he relationship between the IL system and input,
intake and output Is summarized graphically.

4.2.3 Processes in IL rule formation

the main processes In It rule formation are the formation and
testing out of hypotheses about a specific L2 rule. A schematic
overview of the processes is contained in fig. 5. In initial
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hypothesis formation, the intake constitutes the material on which
the learner bases the formation bf a hypothetical rule:This
hypothetical rule is subsequently checked for its validity by be-
ing used in communication or, in formal learning settings, in ex-
ercises. etc. (hypothesis testing). While thus the overt intention,
of the learner's using a particular hypothetical rule' may be to
coMmunicate, its occurrence in her output functions simultaneously
as a test as to its validity, ie as a learning device. Likewise,
the interlocutor's intention in reacting to the-learner's output
will usually be to communicate; however, the taken-in part of the
interlocutor's input (intake,) also serves as feedback as a ,esilt
of which the hypothesis undei test is either confirmed or rejected.
In the case of positive feedback leadingto hypothesis confirmation,
the hypothetical rule changes its status to become a fixed rule
of the IL system. Negative feedback leading to hypothesis men-
tion,,on the other hand, induces Ue learner to either look for
new intake or to usi the feedback to form a revised hypothesis. In
the latter case, intake, functions as intake. The procedure of hypo-
thesis formation and tdstinq is repeated until the learner's
hypothesis is confirmed and gets stored as a fixed rule.

4.3 Strategies in language learning

111:

1 4.2., we concentrated on the psycholinquistic aspects of (2
le ruing, without going into a discussion ,of the coOribution of
ve bat interaction to the learning proceSO. It is cleal..however,
t t witillout receiving input of some sort (authentic 12 data, in-'
p in tAe form of teaching materials, etc.) there will be severe
limilNz to what hypotheses can be formulated. It is equally clear
that hypothesis testing presupposes interactioe with the environ-
msnt, either in the obvious sense of receiving feedback from inter-
locutors through communicative activities or in the special sense
of obtaining feedback p) consulting a l2 authority (teacher, native
veaker, reference grammar. dictionary).

As concerns automatization, one can draw distinction betwebn
automatizing the physiological elements of speech production and
(ncreasing the availability of linguistic means in connection with
the planning phase. In the former ,ase, it is possible to increase
automatization through drill-like activities, without interacting.
This is not possible with the automatization of the planning phase,

this is closely associated with using language creatively in a
variety of situations. for this reason, engaging_in communication-
like activities is also a prerequisite for practising specific
aspectO of automatization.

fl
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The type of activity
4\
needed by the learner in order to get

into situations in which L2 is/can be used is clearly behavioural
(cf. 4.1. above). The same holds for the activity needed in order

to leach'the goals of testing hypotheses and of increasing auto-
matization, although both of these areas also contain strong psycho-
linguistic elements: to test a hypothesis, the learner has eq to
engage in an interaction in which the hypothetical rule can be
used (behavioural activity), but in order to do this, she bids to

plan and realize her speech production in a specific way, which
clearly invi.lves her in pcycholinguistic and physiological activ-

ity. In the prkent article, however, we shall focus on the be-

111

havioura =activity involved in both hypothesis testing and in

increasi automatization, and we shall refer' to iklans which con-

trol t e types of activity as behavioural plans. In hypothesis
A forwition, on the contrary, the predominant activity included

is clearly psycholinguistic. Consequently, we shall refer to plans
which control psycholinguistic activity leading to hypothesis for-

mation as psycholinguistic plans.

In applying our defining criteria of strategies to planning in
learning we are confronted by the problem that our ciiterion of
problem-orientedness is in need of a more precise specification

before it can tie used to distinguish some 'earwig goals (viz.
problematic goals) from others (viz. non-problematic goals). Such
a specification presupposes that we have a goad knowledge of what
presents itself toilearners as difficulties in L2 learning, which
quite clearly we do"not have at the present moment (cf. the dis-

cussion of some pre .us studies on "difficulty" in Kellerman

1979). That we have ifficulty in applying the defining criteria
of strategies to learning plans does not imply that the criteria

are invalid, related as they-are to "mental reconstruction" (bee

above 2.1.). They would only be invalid if it should turn out that

all learning goals present themselves to learners as problems to

g7solved, which is most unlikely as L2 learning (in partitulai
St learning) can apparently take place without the learner be.ng
consciouelc-aware of this. However, there exists a problem for the
IL Analyst in Applying the defining criteria of strategies to the
planning phase of learning, for which Leeson we can oily suggest

that certair types of learning goals are intuitively more likely
to constitute problems which learners are aware of than others.
Thus learners are probably more aware of their haying difficulty
in planning or reali.ing a behavioural than a psyctiolinguistic
activity, which implies that it is possibly easier 10 apply the
defining criterion of strategies to behavioural learning plans
than to psycholinguistic learning plans. But rather than Indulge

in further speculations about the potential strategicpess of dif-
ferent types of learning plans we shall simply discuss those plan,
which we believe could tie employed as learning strategies by some
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learners in some situations (psycholinguistic strategies in 4.4., be-
havioural stratergies in It will then be a matter of future re-
search to assess to what extent and in what specific areas of L2
learning learners are consciously aware of their having learning
problems, and how this canrbe made use of in connection with FL learn-
ing/teaching.

4.4 Psycholinguistic learning strategies

In forming hypotheses about L2 rules, learne4n basically rely
on twu sources: on the L2 intake and on prior kdowledge and experience
relating to language learning and communication. The learning strate-
gies to by discussed below can be classified according to how they

relate to these two sources. Thus we get strategies that relate to L2
intake exclusively ( "induction ", 4.4.1.) and strategies that make
use of prior knowledge and experience (( "inferencing" and "Cion-in-

ferencing transfer", 4.4.2.). Strategies that make use of L2 intake
-prdOuppose input reduction as described above (cf. 4.2.2.), as the
learner does not make use of the entire input available but only uses
part of it for hypothesis formation.

4.4.1 Psychol_in9uisti^ learning_ strategies relating to 12 intake ex-
clusively: "induction"

If the learner builds her hypotheses on the basis of taken-in
12 material exclusively, she uses the learning strategy of induc-
tion. There are two conditions in the learning situation which make

it particularly likely for the learner to rely on induction: (1) she
has no prior knowledoe of L2 which could be used in deriving hypo-
thetical rules from the intake; (2) she does not want to use her
knowledge of 11 and/or of other languages as she does not assume
that these languages and 12 are sufficiently similar so that the

application of such knowledge could be successful. If either of these
two conditions does not apply, the learner is likely to use her lin-
guistic and communicative knowledge availabJe in order to build
hypotheses about 12 on the basis of 12 intake.

4.4.2 Making use of prior knowledge and experience: "Inferencing"
and "non-inferencing transfer"

41 most learning situations it is probably the case that the
learner will make use of prior knowledge and experience in order to
form hypotheses about L2. This can be done in two ways: 11) by
applying prior knowledge and experience to L2 intake ("Inferencing");
(2) by relying exclusively on prior linguistic knowledge without
applying it to intake ("non-inferencing transfer"). Before we go
into a discu5siun of these types of psycholinguistic learning stral-'
ogles it is necessary to specify what we consider relevant catego-
riesef prior knowledge and experience in the present context.
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4.4.2.1 Types of prior knowledge

Making use of nrior knowledge is certainly not specific to
language learning but is employed in all kinds of learning tasks,

as had been emphasized by cognitive psychology (see in particular

Ausubel 1968). In L2 learning, however, "prior knowledge" refers

primarily to three areas:

(1) To the learner's entice linguistic experience which includes
her implicit and explicit knowledge of Ll, other hitherto learned

languages (Ln) and her IL as relating to the L2 being learned.
From this perspective, the debate about whether or not the learner

relies on her LI in L2 learning becomes futile: rather, the ques-
tion to be asked is to what extent and under what learning condi-
tions the learner prefers to rely on the one or the other type of

her linguistic knowledge (Ervin-Tripp 1974; Taylor 1974; 1975b;

J.James'1977).

(2) To her entire communicative experience which directs her at-
tention to tnose L2 aspects which appear to be most relevant for
satisfying her communicative needs, Exploiting her communicative
experience also implies a reduction of the learning task as the
learner has ( "ready acquired communicative competence in her LI.

However, the earner's implicit pragmatic and discourse knowledge
does not always seem to be readily available for transfer to L2

learning, as is evident from data of learners' verbal behaviour
in communication (Gotz 1977; Nold 1978; Kasper 1979a,b,c).

(5) To the learner's language learning_experierite, which implies
that she has recourse to the learning plans by means of which she
arrived at her previously learned/acquired linguistic and COMMILM4-
cativo proficiency, and that she will preferably use those plans
in L2 learning which proved to be most successful on prior occa-
sions. This is in line with Reibel's remark that L2 learning is
guided by "underlying learning principles, knownpin advance by the
learner before he even undertaks a learning task" (1971:89).

4.4.2.2 "Inferencing" and "non-inferencing transfer"

As described by Carton, "in inferencing, attributes and contexts

that are familiar are utilized in recognizing what is not familiar"
(1971:45), or as defined by Bialystok, inferencing is "the use of
available information to derive explicit linguistic hypotheses"
(1979b:376; see also Bialystok/Frohlich 1977, 1970). Thus inferencing
is a clear specimen of combining the two sources for hypothesis
formation described above: igjzalingoal, interlingoal and extra-

lingual cues serve as a basisforprobaliatic guesses about the mean-
ing of a new L2 item-or the rule underlying a string of L2 data
(Carton 1971).
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lnferencing is a learning strategy which canopply to all kinds
of learning environments. The extent to which it is made use of in
formal instruction, however, will crucially depend on the teaching
method. Thus hiijhly explicit-dediective methods will leave little
room for inferencing, while implicit - Inductive methods rely heavily
on this type of strategy. Other than in informal learning settings,
inferencing in 12 teaching will mostly be guided inferencing in- ,a
duced by 'a specific presentation of L2 material which guides the
learner's perception and hypothesis formation process.

To the extent learners apply their prior linguistic experience to
L2 intake, inferencing can be more precisely characterized As a
transfer strategy. Transfer strategies can also be used indepen-
dently of L2 intake, learners forming hypotheses abuut L2 on-the
bdsiq of their prior linguistic knowledge exclusively ("non-infer-
encing transfer"). Whether rin inferencing or a non-inYerencing
transfer strategy is used in a given situation is probably more a
result of whether 12-data are available than of a conscious choice
on the part of the learner: if L2 data are available, it stands to
reason that learners will make use of these lu-transferring thefr
linguistic knowledge to L2 intake rather than'ignore them,

4.4.1.3 types of transfer strategies

transfer strategies, no *atter whether they are applied to c2
intake or not, can be subclassified Into three categories, depending
on which types of linguistic knowledge the learner makes use of.

p
4.4.2.3.1 lnterlirwjua1 transfer

In the case of 11 or Ln knowledge being applied to the formation
of a hypothetical rule, the learner employs interlingual transfer.
Some attention has recently been given to the conditions governing
learners' readiness for interlingual transfer. A necessary pre-
condition seems to be that the learner finds a "point of reference"
A the language she transfers t-fom (J.Itmes 1977), which implies
that the learner must consider Ll/Ln and L2 as sufficiently similar
for the transrer.to be successful.

A relevant variable in trangferability is the degree to which
learners porrelve a given Ll/Ln item/rule as Ll/Ln specific or
neutral: only I . the latter case will,they transfer it to L2 .s
his been empirically established by Kellerman (1977; 1978) and
Jurdens (1T77).

4.4.2.3.2 Intrallogual transfer

from a psycholingotstic pun: of view intidlingual transfer
dues mot differ from inlerlingual transfer. In terms of the pro-
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_duct and the L2 learning process in general, however, It is clebrly
relevant to specify which part of her previously learned/acquired
linguistic knowledge the learner transfers.

Intralingual transfer as a strategy used in forming a hypothesis
about a L2 rule presupposes that the learner already has some IL
knowledge at her disposal. In Inane' hypothetical rule formation,
during the first stages of _2 learning, this will hardly be the
case. A learning strategy which does not build on prior It know-
1 e but exclusively on the new L2 data the learner hoe selected
for intake plus some general knowledge about language, such as
t there must be some regularity underlying the L2 data, can-
nbt justifiably be termed intralingual transf'r but is simply
L2-based induction as mentioned above (4.4.1.). The difference
between the two strategies is schematized in fig. 6.

[L2

L2

Intake

intralingual IL

ransfer knowledge

Induction

R system

(---1 II system

Fig. b: Intralingual transfer and induction

The impossibility for the learner to rely on IL knowledge in
forming hypotheses about new 12 rules can account for the well
documented fact that interlangual transfer prevails in the early
L2 learning stages (eg Taylor 1975a,b; Dommergues/tane 1976).

In Subsequent hypothesis formation or hypothesis revision, on
the other hand, newintaliemay be analyzed in terms of previously
formed fixed or hypothetical rules. In this cap.,, a given IL rule
may be said to be generalized to new L2 data, or a new hypothetical
rule may be formed in analggy to a rule already available (fig "use

the same ablaut pattern with 'bring' as with 'ring' and 'sing",
or "use 'ought' + verb like 'shall' aid 'must").

While thus generalizing (Jun 914; J.Ja*ea 1917) and analogtz-
Es (Taylor 1975a; Dommergues/Lera 1976) can be seen as ccr_ea of
intralingual transfer, ie of making use of already available IL
knowledge, some of the other categories often found in IL lite-
rature as refer MI to intralingual transfer seem to be problem-
atic conceptualizations from a learner's perspective. In particular,
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the notions of simplification (Taylor 1974; Richards 1975; Selinker/
Swain/Dumas 1975; rathman 1977) and overgeneralization (Taylor 1974;
1975b; Selinker/Swain/Oumas 1915) seem to be misguided: simplifying
a FL rule presupposes knowing the complex rule, which the learner
is not very likely to do (Corder 1977; rerch 1979c,1980a). Likewise
the learner cannot be said-to overgeneralize a particular rule;
rather, she forme an initial hypothetical rule of high generality
(which is becoming more restricted it the advancement of learning)
and generalizei4previously formed rules to new L2 data, as de-
scribed above. Both the notions of simplification and over-
generalization make sense only from the analyst's cuc native
speaker's point of view which, however, is not the perspective
we adopt here.

4.4.2.3.3 Inter-/Intralingual transfer

One often finds the implicit or explicit assumption in the
liteiature that in transferring previous linguistic knowledge to
a new 12 learning task, learners rely either on their Ll/Ln or
on what IL knowledge trey already have7Nus Dommergues/1ane-T1976)
posit "two independent sources of error" which result in either
"interference" (from 11) or "analogy" (within IL). However, "the
phenomenon of errors caused by the cross-association of both 11

and 12 also seems to exist" (Jain 1974:190), cf. the discussion
of "PlurikdusalLtht" Kielhbfmr/Bbrner 1979:89 ff. Basing the
formation of a hypothetical rule on both 11 and IL presupposes
again that the learner perceives 11 and 12 as sufficiently simi-
lar so that she can "project" (Kellerman 1977:85ff) 11 rules onto
L2. Thus learners may classify L2 verbs into strong and weak in-
flectory classes on the basis of their having strong or weak in-
flection in 11, av eg a native weaker of German who arrives! at
English "shaked" as past tense of "shake" in analogy to the weak
inflection of German "schutteln" ("schtittelte"). (For more ex-
amples and discussion of inter-/Intralingual transfer, cf. J.

James 1977:11; Jurdene 1977:6ff; Kellerman 1977:65ff).

4.4.3 Psychuli istic learning strategies: summer

After having described the various types of psycholinguistLc
learning strategies which are of relevance for hypothesis forma-
tion, we can offer the following survey of the area (fIg.7).

4.4.4 Non-learning strategies

So tar, the firms "simplification" and "overganerafIzation"
have been rep toad as it was argued that designating learning strat-
egies as simplifyiro overgeneralizinq linguistic rules presup-
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12 intake L2 intake and prior knowledge prior knowledge

induction inferencing based on

',a) communicative experience
(b) language learning experience
(c) linguistic experience:

(i)interlingual transfer)

(ii)intralingua transfer)

(iii)inter-/intralingual transfer

fiq.7: Summary of psycholinguAtic learning strategies

poses that the learner knows that these rules are in fact less

simple and less general, which is very often not the case. However,

if this presupposition applies, it is of course perfectly appro-

priate to conceptualize what the learner does as simplification

or overgeneralization. The learner might more or less consciously

decide not to learn how certain linguistic distinctions, rules

and features work because this seems unnecessary for her specific

communicative purposes. Thus she may refuse to learn a range of

more apcIfic words if a superordinate term works all right, tc

learn verb .nflections if the infinitive turns out to suffice, to

learn the subjunctive if the indicative or infinitive function

just as well. Whenever the learner knows that there is a certain

rule, item ur subsystem to learn
burFauses to do it, we might

well describe this refusal as her decision to simplify (Richards

1975; Taylor 1974 Selinker/Swatn/Dumas 1975; rat n 1977) of

regularize 'Taylor 1975a; Slama-Cazacu 1973) a lint istic sub-

system, overgeneralize (Taylor 1974; 1975bt Selinker/Swain/Dumas

1975) a rule, reduce redundancy
(Jain 1974, Taylor 1974), or mini-

mize grammaticil771415 (Dulay/Burt 1976). We have difficul'ies,

however, in conceiving of these decisions as learning titre ,ies:

rather, they seem to be decisions leading to non-learning of the

L2 area Involved (Shapira
1978). Categorizing them as learning strat-

egies would be justified only in so far as they might indirectly

10, , to the learning of other L2 areas, by reducing the learner's

general learning load, thereby increasing her free learning capa-

cities.

The main reason why
categoric, "9'ich, as we hope to have shown,

are inappropropriate
conceptualizotione of learning strategies are

so abundant in the literature seems to be a) that authors are

often inconsistent in
their "focussing on the learner" in that they

sometimes shift to an
analyst's/native speaker's perspective with-

q indicating this shift, b) that they hold too simple a view of

the relationship between
certain IL output products and their under-

lying plan or strategy governed processes. Thus an IL utterance
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which is simpler than an equivalent L2 utterance need not be due to
simplification; the use of a L2 rule in a context where it does not ap-

ply need not be due to overgeneralization; reduced redundancy as
compared to L2 norms need not be due to reduction. Rather, all
these IL products could be due to the learner's using a high gene-
rality rule and tsting its range of application, as we have argued
above.

4.5 Behavioural learning strategies

While psycholinguistic learning strategies function in the form-
ation of hypothetical rules only, the range of application of be-
tftioural learning strategies is much broader, as mentioned above
(4.3.). As well as bringing about the appropriate situation for t2
learning to be possiole, behavioural learning strategies are employed
by learners both in connection with hypothesis testing and rule auto-
rkitization.

Research into behavioural learning strategies has especially been
conducted in the projects "The Good Language learner" and "Second
Language learning and Teaching in Classroom Settings" at OISF, Toronto,
and instead of listing, the strategita I,ond in these projects we recom-
mend the relevant ropoits to the ieader's at_ntion (Rubin 1975 ;

Stern 1975; Naiman/Frehlich/Stern/Todesco 1978; Bialystok/FrOhlich 1977;
Wesche 1979).

We shall centine ourselves to the following three points about
behavioural learning strateyies:

1) Care should be taken not to confuse actual behavioural strat-
egies, ie strategies controlling the activities learners indulge in in
order to learn L2, with their attitudes towards 12 learning. Mhile at-

titudes such as "empathy with L2 speakers" (Stern 1975) or "1.
degree of inhibition" (Rubin 1975) can have a positive effect on
L2 1-rning (although, interestingly enough, Naiman/Frohlich/_rern/
Tudesco 1970 could not establish a correlation between personality

factors and cognitive styles on the one hand and Successful L2 learn-
ing on the other), they in themselves are not strategies but rather
underlying psychological conditions which heighten the 111alihood fur
the learner to use certain learning strategies (cf. the parallel
distinction below between avoidance/achievement behaviour and reduc-
tion /achievement Arategies (5.5.5.)).

2) One of the striking differences between Sl and fl learning is
that wf St learners have to achieve through developing and rea-
lizing behavioural learning strateyies, ft learners often obtain
automatically au part of the institutionalized context of FL teach-
ing: behavioural learning strategies become behavioural teaching
strategies. It to an important task for Ft teachers to make their
learners aware of this fact, so that the learners cone to seknow-
ledge the existence of behavioural learning strategies. This is not
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only Important for their subsequent learning of FL's after school-
leaving but also for their getting as much as possible out of in-
formal exposure to aid interaction'with the L2 outside the class-

room.

3) It might be useful to specify at what stages in the learning pro-

cess the learner employs certain behavioural learning strategies, and

relate them to the specific functions they serve in L2 learning.
Thus "attending to form and meaning" (Rubin's strategies 4 and 7)

and "coming to grips with the language as a system" (Neiman /Frohlich/

Stern /Tadesco 1978:103) are most crucial in hypothesis formation
and testing, ie In the process of IL rule formation. "Practising
L2", on the other hand, which is a behavioural learning strateny men-
tioned by all of the authors referred to above, is relevant In rule-
automatization only as it presupposes the establishment of the rule
to be practised in the IL system. As was pointed out in 4.1., we
see no contradiction in emphasizing the importance of rule auto-

matization and holding a cognitive view of language learning at the

same time: as there is no direct way from the integration of an IL

rule into the learner's cognitive structure to the free availability
of that rule in communication, ie without the learner having to
monitor, we have to assume an intervening variable which can ac-
count for the difference between those two stages ih L2 learning.
This variable can be referred to as rule automatization, and the
more obvious plan to follow in order to achieve an automatic access

to the IL system is practising L2 in a variety of situations. Other

behavioural strategies mentioned in the literature such as "an
active task approach", "the use of IL for meaningful communication",

the "management of affective demands" (Naimanfirdhlich/Stern/Iodesco
1978:13ff) and "self- exposure to 12" (Wesche 1979) seem to be most

appropriately categorized as "global" behavioural strategies as they

do nirt refer to any particular phase in the learning process but

rather to L2 learning as such.

5. Processes and strategies in communication

In this chapter we shall focus on the use of strategies in com-

municative events which are performed in an IL. We first modify the

general model of goal - related intellectual behaviour to communication

(5.1.), then go into those aspects of the model which are particular-

ly relevant for a discussion of IL communication and the use of com-

munication strategies (5.2.). In 5.3.; we establish some principles

for a categorization of communication strategiea within speech pro-

ductionis Such a categorization is then carried out in 5.4., which

represents as comprehensive d survey of communication strategies

as we can give at the present moment. 5.5. contains a brief discus-

sion of receptive strategies.
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5.1 General model

The general model we established in 3.2. contains the two phases
of planning (goal, planning process, plan) and realization (plan,
realization proceas, and product). We'can specify these in the fol-
lowing way kith respect to communication.

Goal

The goals we are concerned with are clearly communicative goals,
ie goals relating to the activity of engaging in communicative events.
The goals consist of actional, modal, and propositional elergents. The
actional element is associated with apeech acts and discourde
functions, the modal element with the role relationship holding
between the interactants, and the prepositional element is associat-
ed with the content of the communicative event.

A communicati:e event (eg a conversation or writing a letter) can
be characterized as having both a global goal (or possibly a number
of global weals), nolding for the entire event, and a series of local
gole which appear as part of the realization of the global goalTST
Thihierarchical structure of goals is of some relevance for a dis-
cussion of communication strategies, as we shall see in 5.3.

Certain types of communicative events involve the language user
in both producing and receiving language, ie the global goal consists
of a series of local goals, some of which are productive (performing
a speech act with a certain modality and a certain propositional
content), some receptive (reconstructing the intended speech act with
the intended modality and propositional content). Although a good
deal of research has been carried out in connection with speech re-
ception in general, little attention has ao far been paid to the area
of receptive communication strategiea. For this reason we shall con-
centrate on speech production end productive communication strategies
in the following, with the consequence that the communication model
we establish will be a model of speech production. (Receptive strat-
egies t'll be briefly discussed separatecy, 5.5.).

In the planning phase, the language user collects rules and items
which she considers most appropriate (cf. 3.2., 3.4.1. above) for
establishing a plan, the realization of which will lead to verbal
behaviour which is expected to satisfy the original goal. The rules
and items are mostly selected from the coda(s) within which the com-
municative event is performed. In L1 communication, planning procea-
ses are normally subconscious and highly automatic, a fact which may
explain the occurrence of transfer from L1 in communication performed
by means of an insufficiently automatized L2 (see further below, 5.2.2.)
The product of the planning process is a Elm which controls the rea-
lization phase. When dealing with a speech prodec ion model, the
realization phase consists exclusively of neurol ical and physio-
logical processes, leading to articulation of th speech organs,
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writing, the use of gestures and signs, etc. this' part of the c)M-

munication model is of relevance for a discussion of comminication
strategies only in so far as the individual may anticipate or ex-
perience problems in the realization of a plan (cf. 54.2.).

We can now present the following comprehensive model of speech

production:

Goal:

produce speech
with specific

function/modal-
ity/content

- * Planning process:

retrieve items

from relevant
linguistic system4
Plan:

items the realiza-
tion of which are
expected to lead to
communicative Pool

fig. 6: Communtative model of speech production

Realization:

neurological/
physiological
process

4.

Ind-product:

speech, writing,
etc.

5.2 Goals and glans in IL communication

5.2.1 Goal formulation

In 3.2. we referred to "Cinschtltzung" as part of the planning
phase: the individual has to assess the situational conditions in
order to select the most appropriate plan. Assessing situational
conditions for communicative behaviour is not, however, a process
the relevance of which is restricted to planning only: deciding
on what goal(s) to Jet up clearly depends on assumptions about what
can be mohieved in a particular situation. Furthermore, on the basis
of,assumplions about what conditions hold for comemoication in
specific situations, individuals may avoid or engage in different
types of communicative situations. As the individual's need for
using communication strategies and her ultimate choice of strategies
are intimately rela.ed to these aspects of EinschStzung, we shall
gofa little more into this in the present chapter.
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"Practising 1_2" was mentioned above (4.4.) as a generally 06-
nowledged behavioural learning strategy. Thus from a learning per7/
sportive it is evident that the more communicative situations the'
learner engages in and.the greater one variety, the more possibili-
ties she yet:' not only for practising her IL but also for construct-

ing hypotheses about L2 and getting them tested. However, It users

sometimes avoid situations which they expect will involve them in
communication which surpasses their commonlizative resources, hereby
preventing themselves from expanding their IL system. These may be
situations which call for the use of specific types of illocutionary
acts, specific topics, or situations in which special attention has
to be 'Paid to merking interpersonal relations linguistically (eq

with rcspect to politeness).

If IL users keep out of communicative situations which, through
projected or anticipated Einschatzung, they consider problematic,
the need for devising communication strategies to reach goals which
are problematic is clearly reduced. It is self-evident that this

type of avoidance behaviour °communication avoidance" blorke

all subaequent stages in the communication model, and although this
may be a highly significant aspect of IL users' general behaviour

it is of very marginal interest for a discussion of IL communication
which clearly presupposes that some communicative activity takes
place. In the following, it is taken for granted that the IL user
has a communicative goal, relative to the situation she engages in.
As we shall see below (5.4.2.), the goal may be "reduced" compared
to the goal which the It user would normally have in a similar com-
municative situation, if this was performed in her 11.

Wether the IL uael opts for complete "communication avoidance"
or "goal reduction" depends to some extent on the degree of optional-
ity of the problematic aspect of communication in a particular sill
atiun. To take an example: it the situation is more or less definec',
by the occurrence of specific speech acts, it is difficult to par-
ticipate in the situation and at the same time reduce one's com-
municative behaviour with respect to these speech acts. The same
speech acts, however, may be of a more optional nature in a dif-
ferent type of committnacative situation, vdtich'ellows the IL user to
engage in the situation without haeing to carry out what she con-
siders problematic apeech acts: she can reduce her "global" CCOMal-
nicetive lapel. As another example of "goal reduction" can be mentioo-

ed It users engaging in communicative situations which, if performed
in their Lt, would have involved them in both speech production and
speech reception but in which, due tu their experiencing problems
in speech production, they reduce their tole to that of the "active
liatener".
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5.2.2 Planning

The planning proceol, the objective of which is gedevelop.a plan

which can control the realization phase, is primarily sensitive to
the following three variables: the communicative goal, the commu-
nicative resources available to the individual, and the assessment

of the communicative situation ("Einschatzung"). This is illustrated

graphically in fig. 9.

Planning

process Ors

'Plan!

fig. 9: Variadles in the planning phase

I"Einsehatzung"

I

L1

s, L2

Ln

0 1

a
a
m

Through "Einschatzung" the individual builds a hypothesis s

about which parts of her linguistit knowledge are shared by her
interlocutor(s). This is clearly an important aspect of communi-

cation in general, as it is necessary in most communicative situa-
tions to establish what one's actual communicative resources are
relative to the specific situation, as opposed to one's potential

resources.

In most rises the interactants choose one cade as the basic
code to be used. However, within the limits imposed by the shared
linguistic knowledge there is the possibility of switching codes
whenever-preiblems crop up (cf. 5.4.3.2.1.).

The fact that the IL User builds a hypothesis about her "actual"
communicative resources in a specific situation does not imply that
the individual will always produce utterances which are controlled

by plans based on these resources. First of all, the individual
may have to deliberately go beyond what she considers shared know-
ledge as a strategy in order to solve a communicative problem.
Second, due to the fact that different languages are likely to be
automatized to .afferent degrees, elements originating from highly-
automatized languages may be realized contrarily to the EInschtltzung.



Whether we say that such occurrences of non-ietended tiansler from
11 and possibly other ln's is the result of subconscioes, highly
automatic plane, which yet incorporated into the general, t2 specif-
ic, plan, or whether we say that transfer features in linguistic
performance are the result of non-planned realization depends on
the geroral stand we take on the question whether all intellectuol
goal-ielatedbehaviour is planned or nut (cf. 1.2.). However, this
is of litte coestiquenc forour discussion ,d mmimmulicatien strat-
egies, 58 these (pita clearly relate to behaviour only to the extent
that this ts planned.

As we discussed in 3.4.2., planning can be more ur less con-
"scious, which was one of our reasons for not mooting to odopt

criterion of consciousness in the planning phose us s defining
criterion for strategies. One condition for platinum to be
conscious is that the individual has some explicit linguistic know-
ledge. This brings conscious planning close to what in Krushen's
terminology is "monitoring": controlling the performance by refer-
ring to linguistic rules end items which the language user has a
conscious knowledge about (see e9 Krashen 1970), either because
thew have been learnt explicitly or because implicitly "acquired"
elements have been "cueceptualitied" (frauenfelder/Porquier 1979,
see also Bialystok 1979a).

5.3 Strateglea in communication

As a point of departure, let us repeat our definition of strat-
egies from 3.4.2., modifying it to coomunicatioe: tmomunicatimi
strategies are potentially conscious plans fur solving what to an
individual presents itself as a problem in reaching a particular
communicative goal. Both the "plan" and the "problem" part of th2
definition require further discussion before we can proceed to a
description of main types of communication strategies.

5.3.1 (detail - loiial plans and strategies

le 5.1., we mentioned the distinction betwcee global and local
goals in cesium 'cation. Parallel with this we can draw a distinction
between global pl. is and total plans. Llobol goals /plans are restrict-
ed to very general decisions about which eammunicative rule to
perform in a ceitaln situation, as exemplified above by the amount
of speech am decides to eoduce. Other potential decisions lu be
made in connection g obal plans have to do with choice of regis-
ter (eq "simplified" or formal/informal regieleitt, cf. Ferguson 1971,
labov 19/0), level of "directeess" (Sesile1975, llouse/Vawier 19/0),

distribullun of communicative roles ammog inteiactants (l.fbegier
1979). To the extent problem, ppear in connection with this global
phase of commuucation a need atises foi glottal strategies to he
tonstiocted.
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Most of the goals in coneunicatloa are no doubt local, mate
during a communicative event. for this reason, most communication
strategies are employed in order to solve problems in connection
with reaching local goals. These strategies will be referred to as
local strategies. In fig. 10, we give a schematic representation
of the distinction between global and local goals/plans/strategies.

Global plan F.

.1(Global strategy)'

f -,

(local goal 3

local plan 3 I

*Local strategy 3):

(local goal 11/

/lineal plan 1)f.

-6(tocal strateg) 1)'

LocalJ
goal 2

plan 2

strategy

comononicative event

10: (lobe' and local goalsi_plans, and strategies

We have characterized communication strategies as plans. this
is [wallops potentially confusing unless one points out explicitly
that "strategic plans' ate nut Identical with plans established
in order to reach a communicative goal: the goal of a strategy
(the "strategic goal") is the pioblem, and the product of the rea-
lization phase controlled by the strategy is a solution to the
problem. This is lopresented In fig. 11.

01111(11t/f111 at I VP

gmal

[Plannin71 to

real 1 zat ion

mmunicotive

goal leached

--#Frategyfr Solution
Pi °blest

(7, strate-
gic goal)

fill. 11: loinmunicative and strategic goals

In '1.3.2. we take a closer look at "strategic goals" (r- problems
in communication), and in S.3.3. we focus on some basic differences
in how individuals can solve I, -0 problem.
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5.3.2 Problems in communication

In 3.4., we divided problems into problems in the planning phase
and problems in the realization phase. We shall now specify what
types of problems are likely to crop up within either of the two
phases when we are dealing with communication.

Problems within the planning phase may occur either because the

linguistic knowledge is felt to be insufficiiint by the language user,

relative to a given goal, or because the languagia user predicts
that she will have problems in realizing a given plan'

The former type of problem is particularly characteristlg_pf
IL communication, as IL systems are typically restricted-Compared
to Ll systems. Not surprisingly, most of the literature on commu-
nication strategies has focussed on this type of problem, and the
majority of strategies to be discueged below are strategies aimed
at solving problems' due to insufficient linguistic knowledge.

the latter type of problem is characteristically associated with
the learner being concerned with fluency or correctness. If a plan
necessitates the realization of non-automatized items or rules,

this may lead to non- fluent speech production which, in certain
communicative situations, may be considered problematic by the IL
user,, who may therefore try to prevent the problem by changing her
plan. Similarly, if a plan contains rules or items which are still
of a hypothetical nature, the realization of the plan may result in
incorrect utterances which, atleaac in some (normally formal) con-
texts, may be considered undesirable. Again, the IL user may try
to prevent the problem from cropping up by changing the plan.

Problems within the realization phase have to do with retrieving
the items or rules which are contained in the plan. This is the
tip-of-the-tongue phenomenon, well-known from Ll communication.
The difference between anticipating fluency or correctness problems
and experiencing retrieval problems is that in the former case,
it is possible to avoid getting into a problem by developing an
alternative plan, whereas In the realization phase problems are
there spd have to be solved. Thus we coup characterize stratijies
associated with the former type of problems as "problewavoidance
strategies" and strategies associated with the latter type of pro-
blems as "problem-solving strategies".

5.3.3 Nalor types of strategies

Mien confronted by problems in communication, language users
COP either base solutions on avoidance behaviour, trying to do sway
wi'h the problem, normally by changing the communicative goalor
on achievement behaviour, attempting to tackle the problem directly
by developing an alternative plan. On the basis of these two funda-
mentally different approaches to problem-solving we can draw a
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distinction between two major types of strategies: reduction strat-

egies, governed by avoidance behEviour, and achievement strategies,
governed by achievement behaviour. The relationship between problem,
type of behaviour and type of strategy is represented in fig. 12.

Problem in designing

or realizing plan

ps,101°°°
1°°

Reduction strategy:

change of goal

Acy

yyyAVJOUR
NT

Achievement strategy:

developing alternative

plan, keeping goal con-

stant

Plan can be designed/

realized without problem

fig. 12: Types of behaviour and types of strategies

That reduction and achievement strategies result in very dif-
ferent types of solutions to problems can be seen from fig. 13,

which conflates figs. 11 and 12.

Communicative

goal

Planning/

realization

Communicative I

goal reached

Developing

alternative

plan

Fig. 13: Effects of reduction and achievement strategies
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It is haraly surprising that the choice of strategyAms not only
sensitive to the underlying behaviour (avoidance/achr4Ivement) but

also to the nature of the problem to be solved. In particular, prob-
lems that relate to fluency and correctness (cf. 5.3.2. above)
constitute a special class in that they frequently cause the lan-
guage user not to use the most "obvious" parts of her IL system

. because she expects that there will be problems in realizing them.
"Formal reduction" of this kind (cf. Yaradi 1973) represents a
special type of communication strategies, first of all because it
is neutral with respect to the underlying behaviour (see further
5.4.1. below), second because formal reduction is frequently close-
ly related, to reduction of achlOvement strategies: if eg the prob-

. lem is one of fluency and the IL user "reduces" her IL system with
respect to the pyoblemetic item/rUle and doei not incorporate it
intoher plan ("Formal reduction") she may have to develop an al-
ternative plan based on her now' "reduced" - linguistic resources
in order to reach her coAmunicative goal ("achievement strategy").

By adding together what we have seal about types of problems,
types of behaviour and types of strategies, we obtain fig. 14
(see next page) which will serve as a basis for our description

it of indivioual communication strategies in 5.4.

5.4 Communication strategies - a clasfification

5.4. Formal reduction strategies

In order to avoid producing non-fluent or incorrect utterances
by realizing insufficiently automatized or hypothetical rules/items,
learners may decide to communicate by means of a "reduced" system,
focussing on fixed rules and items which have become reasonably
well automatized. Following Uradi (1973) we refer to this as
"formal reduction", a term which should not be taken to imply that
a substantial reduction of the system takes place:.what happens is
that the learner in a specific communicative situation avoids
usiig what to a native speaker would be the most appropriate way
of reaching acertain communicative goal (cf. Kleinmann's "linguistic
avoidance", 1977:1q2), and makes do with a subset of the rules/
items which she has at her disposal.

of

As, mentioned in 5.3.3., formal reduction Is often closely 'elated
to ?eduction or achievement strategies. It is evident that a di-
tinction between formal reduction as such and the subsequent'ap-
plication of other strategies can only be made from an analytical
point ofrview, as no such clear-cut distinction between a stage of
rodution and a stage of compensation exists in actual communication:
whether a learner reduces her linguistic system or not, largely de-
pends or what compensatory strategies are available and whether
the are considered appropriate. Thus it no doubt makes a difference
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Type of problem

Planning phase

CorreLtnesa/fluency Insufficient

)linguistic

s
resourLJa

"Formal reduction

L!!!±togies (5.4.1.)

Realtzation phase

(retrieva problem)

./pel of behaviour (

[--

Achievement

strategies (5.4.-4.)

Planning Retrieval

..]

functional reduction

straizlise (5.4.2.)

Planning Retrieval

Fig. 14: Overview of major types of communicatiln strategies
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whether the compensatory strategy is an achievement or a reduction
strategy: If, for instance, the consequence of formal reduction is
a reduction of the message, the language user might decide not to

reduce formally.

Our discussion of formal reduction strategies will focus on the
following two question.:

L1) Why should the learner went to reduce her linguistic system
in the first oleo:,

(2) Which areas rf the linguistic system are susceptible to formal

reduction?

5.4.1.1 Avoi,ing errors and facilitating speech

We have already mentioned two reasons why learners adopt formal
:eduction strategies: they want to avoid making errors and/or they
want to increase their fluency.

Etor avoidance (Jordon. 1977) may to some extent be psycho-
logically determined, some language users feeling badly about
communicating in foreign language unless they can do ao without

exhibiting linguistic handicaps. M additional reason may be that
the ;.nguage user assumes that linguistic correctness is a prereqh
waits for communicative success, an assumption which probably
derives melre from, the foreign language classroom then from real -

life experiences (Enkvist 1973:18).

that formal reduction osy help increase one's fluency was ob-
served by Viradi, who writes that "target language learners may
notice that elioination of certain formal elements does not inter-
fere with the transmission of meaning; it may facilitate communi-
cation by increasing fluency" (1973:9-10). A similar view is taken

(1979), who reserves the term "production strategy" to
tegies which are employed to increase efficiency in speech

production.

the difference between formal reduction caused by error avoidance
. and formal reduction with a view to facilitating communication Is
that in the former case the result is what is corridered by the
learner correct language, whereas in the latter case the learner
may perform utterances which she knows are not correct but which
she considers appropriate from a communicative point of view. This
distinction has some consequences for the subsequent choice of
strategies: in the case of error avo sane the learner will employ
those strategies which she ass ill result in correct 12 ut-
terances (is either reduction a tegiee or achievement strategies
like paraphrase, cf. 5.4.3.2.3 , whereas in the case of communica-
tive facility the learner may adept strategies that lead to per-
formance which she knows is t correct as seen from a L2 point of
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view but which. in the given situation, will work. Strategies of
this latter type will typically be achievement strategies such as
overgeneralization and borrowing (cf. 5.4.3.2.1., 5.4.3.2.3.).

5.4.1.2 Types of formal reduction

All areas of the 11 system are susceptible to formal reduction.
However, because of the different communicative status of items
from different linguistic levels there are some significant dif-
ferences with respect to what subsequent strategies are needed in
the case of reduction at the phonological, the morphological, the

syntacth. id toe lexical level. Most items at the logical

level ate ..tohly obligatory in all communicative sit:Zone. Thus

it is no doubt the exception, rather than the rule, that a partic-
ular phoneme is restricted to specific words (eg to loanworde only).
this has as a consequence that -eduction at the phonological level
due lo avoidance of a partici) phoneme cannot erally be a-

chie4ed through reduction strategies such as topiC avoidance
(if. 5.4.2.2.) but only through achievement strategies aimed at
providing a formal alternative to the IL item being avoided. To
take an example, it would be impossible for learners of English
to reduce their phonological It system by the /3/ phoneme by com-
pletely avoiding lexemes that contain /8/ formal reductiln with

respect to /3/ can only be achieved by adopting other ways of rea-

lizing the phoneme (eg by overgeneraliziny the use of /d/ or by

borrowing a 11 phone).

It should be clear from the preceding description of formal re-
duction at the phonological love' that some examples forwarded by
It researchers as illustrative of phonological avoidance are not
treated in the present analysis as examples of phonological reduc-
tion, but rather as examples of reduction at the lexical level. This

is eg the case with Tirane, Cohen and Dumas's example of learners
avoiding to say "pollution problems" because they experiente a prob-

lem with /1/ and In in English (1976:82). We would say that th,

learners in question' apply the strategy of formal reduction, re-
ducing their lexical system due to phonological avoidance. In other
words, we want to maintain a distinction between what is affected
by the strategy of formal reduction and why the taTiregy is applied.

So far our discussion has focussed implicitly on segmental as-
pects of the phonological level. Very little research has been done
at the auprasegmental phonological level of IL, and consequently it

is difficult to discuss formal tion at this level. Danish

learners of English often do not e glides and do not expand their

pitch range, which can be adduced a examples of reduction of the

supresegeental Gart of their IL syst , provitio,4 the learners

about these perticulat aspects of English phonology, and provided
they are capable of protfut mg them if pressed to do so.
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The situation at the morphological level is, at least as seen
true a superficial point or view, similar to that at the phonolo-
gical level: grammatical morphemes are normally obligatory in
particular linguistic contexts, and these contexts are used in most
communicative situations. Thus, to take but one obvious example,
temporal suffixes are obligatory in the context of a main verb in
English, and main verbs occur in most communicative situations.
Hence it might be expected that morphological reduction would en-
tail the application of similar types of 4chievemert strategies as
is the case with phonological reduction. This is not necessarily
so, however. The fact that grammatical moiphemes are normally

obligatory sentence constituents does not imply that they also add
to the meaning of the sentence - frequently they are in fact se-
mantically redundant. for this reason learners, in order to facil-
itate speech production, may avoid some of these redundant features
without feeling c need to compensate. Such morphological reduction
due to "redundancy avoidance" (cf. the discussion of "redundancy
reduction" in lAilay /Burt 1972, Jain 1974, Taylor ;974, 1975b) is
exceptional among formal reduction strategies ip that it does not
necessitate the subsequent application of compen"atory strategies.

In same cases reduction of the morphological part of the learn-
er's IL system does have to be compensated for by the application
of various achievement strategies, normally by substituting syntac-
tic or lexical items for the avoided morphological item. This is
eg the case with some learners of French, described by hamayan
and rocker, who avoided subordinate clauses containing the sub-
junctive, using instead an infinitival verbal complement ("II l'aul
alter" for "il faut que j'aille") (1979:84).

The Bitten at the syntactic level resembles that at the mor-
plulteetedll vel insofar as there is a dictincilon between what
learners conceive of os obligatory and ',Lionel structures. Whereas
reduction of what to the learner appears to be an obligatory struc-
ture will necessarily result in either functional reduction or per-
formance aesueed to be erroneous, reduction of assumedly "
rules con be achieved simply through non-application of t rules
in question. An example would be the passive rule in End sh, which
learners might avoid simply by not applying it, forming eir sen-
tences dc.urding to the rules governing active sentence s uctures
instead. Tweet leduction of this type can be difficult to etect
is the result of the strategy is often a well-formed L2 sentence
wet[h is appropriate in the immediate context, and the application
of the sIcetegy only shows through "overindulgence" in particular
structures (cf. ievenston 1971).

Formal reduction at the WILIN1 level can be achieved both by
meant, of reduction strategies as eq "topic avoi.:,:re", cf. 5.4.2.2.)
and by means of achievement strategies (mitt) as "paraphrase" and
"borrowing", ct, 5.4.3.2.1., 5.4.3.2.4.). Several reasons can be
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given why learners should attempt to reduce their lexical system.

Particular lexemes may be difficult to pronounce (Blumilevenston

1978b:10), they may belong to irregular or infrequent declensional
morphological classes (ibio.), or they may impose morphological,
syntactic or lexical restrictions on the context which the learner

finds difficult to observe. Reasons for lexical reduction can also

be found outside the IL system, ateeg suggested by Blum and Leven-

ston that learners will avoid using words for which no direct

. translation-equivalent exists in their 11 (ibid.).

5.4.2 Functional reduction strategies

As can be seen from fig. 14 above, functional reduction strategies

are employed by learners who experience problems in the planning

phase (due to insufficient linguistic resources) or in the realization

phase (retrieval problems), and whose behaviour in the actual situa-

n of avoidance, rather than achievement. By adopting a

is ions reduction strategy the learner "reduces" her communicative

-goal in order to avoid the problem. Such reduction car, attain the

character of "global reduction ", affecting the global goals(cf.I.3.1.),

or item be restricted to one or more local goals ("local reduction").

For obvious reasons, global reduction cannot occur as a result of re-

"- trieval problems, which presufpose that both goal and plan have been

Formed.

Functional reduction may affect any of the three types of ele-

ments of the communicative (pal (actional, modal, propositional,

uf 5.1.). Reduction of actional ur modal components will be dealt

with in 5.4.2.1., reduction of the propositional content in 5.4.2.2.

5.4.2.1 Actional and/or modal reduction

(earners may experience problems in performing specific speech

acts and/or in marking their utterances appropriately for politeness/

social distance ("speech set modality"). Reduction of speech act

modality has been discussed in some detail by Keeper (1979a), who

gives examples of how German learners of Lnglish reduce their IL

performance with respect to politeness marking (see also old (1978)

and Kasper (1980) for a more extensive discussion of this and re-

lated types of reduction). Examplee of speech act reduction can be

seen in the PIF corpus of learner language (larch 1979b, 19001), in

which learners in conversations with native speakers often do not

use initiating acts.

"116bal" reNetion of actional features of communicative goals

is a predictablekcomemnicative behaviour with learners who have

received their foreign language instruction in traditionally taught

foreign language classrooms, in which the emphasis is almost exclu-

sively on referential speech acts (cf. Hellen 1973, Piepho 1974,

Wilkins 1976, Kasper 1979a). When faced with communicative tasks

which demarx! other types of speech acts, such as the argumentative
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or the dv.ective functions, the learner may experience severe
problems in performing these and either avoid engaging in com-
munication in situations which are likely to necessitate the use of
such functions ("communi-ation avoicipee", cf. 5.2.1.) or abstain
from using them in communication no hatter how relevant they appear

as seen from a L1 perspective. If the learner chooses to reduce
her goal globally with respect to the actional and/or modal com-
ponent, the result may be that she conveys d distorted picture of
her personality, as observed by Harder (1980).

5.4.2.2 Reduction of the propositional content

Functional reduction of the propositional content comprises
strategies such as "topic avoidance", "message abandonment" and
"meaning replacement" (or "semantic avoidance").

Topic avoidance (Tarone/Frauenfelder/Selinker 1976, Tarone/
Cohen/Dumas 1976, Tarone 1977, Corder 1978b) refers to tt.e strategy
of avoiding formulating goals which include topics that are peiceived
as problematic from a linguistic point of view. Topic avoidance is
used exclusively in connection with problems in the planning phase,
as opposed to message abandonment (Tarone/Cohen/Dtpas 1976, Tatone
1977, Corder 1978b), which can also be used in connection with a
retrieval probl4m,!9 the realization phase. Message abandonment
is defined by Tarone/Cohen/Dumaa in'the following way: "communi-
cation on a topic is Initiated but then cut short because the learn-
er runs into difficulty with a target language form or rule. The
learner stops in mid-sentencd, with no appeal to authority to help

finish the utterance" (1976:84).

Both topic avoidance and message abandonment result in the learn-
et giving up referring to a specific topic. This is not the case
with meaning replacement (Vdradi 1973), termed "semantic avoidance
by farone/Frauenfelaer/Selinker (1976), Tarone/Cohen/Dumas 1976,
Blum/levenston (1978a), Corder 1978b. Here the learner, when con-
fronted by a planning or retrieval problem, operates within the
intended propositional content and preserves the "topic" but refers
to this by means of a more general expression. The result of meaning
replacement is a certain amount of vagueness.

The distinction between "topic avoidance" and "meaning replace-
ment" is us arbitrary as the distinction between what constitute
concepts belonging to one and the same topic and concepts belonging
to d.fferent topics. Rather than visualize the propositional reduc-
tion strategiee (apart from message abandonment) as falling neatly
into one of two classes, one should see them as forminc a continuum.
At the one end, the learner says "almost" what she wants to say
about a giVecctopic (= meaning replacement), at the other end she

says nothing at all about this (= topic avoidance).
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5.4.3 Achievement strategies

By using an achievement strategy, the learner attempts to solve
problems in communication by expanding her communicative resources
(cf. Corder 1978a:84), rather than by reducing her communicative
goal (functional reduction). Most of the strategies we shall discuss

relate to problems in the planning phase (5.4.3.1., 5.4.3.2.), some
to retrieval problems in the realization phase (5.4.3.3.), and one
("restructuring", 5.4.3.2.4.) to problems in both the planning

and the realization phase. Of the problems in the planning phase,
we shall diat,nguish between discourse problems (5.4.3.1.) and

problest with respect to the linguistic code (5.4.3.2.).

5.4.3.1 Problems ij discourse

A number of studies have provided lists of English discourse
features which are supposedly relevant for learners (Henke 1975,
Kellealaba Warner 1976, Edmondson 1977). That learners do in fact
have difficulties in orgamzing discourse has been demonstrated by

Gritz (1978) and Kasper (1979b), who found that the following re-
presented problems for advanced German learners of English: realis-

ing sieves in opening phases; signalling change of topic and end of

exch.. ;
identifying the interlocutor's preclosing signals; using

uptakers and devices for getting the floor. Nold (1978) investigated
how German learners of English coped with various discourse phenome-
na and found that they to a large extent us structures with which

they were familiar from German. However, Ihis 'riding should be

compared to that presented in Edoendson/House/ sper/McKeown (1977)

and Kasper (1979a), in which it is demonstrated that learners do
not always make use of their L1 when confronted by difficulties in
L2, not even in those situations where 1.1 and L2 are comparable in

this respect.

it is difficult to WI whether learners are aware of their
having problems in discourse structures. However, the fact that
this may not normally be the case does not imply that learners can-
not be made conscious about it, a fact'which at least suggests that
there could be room for communication strategies as defined in the
present article within the area of discourse.

5.4.5.2 Linguistic code roblema - c &neater strategies

We shall refer to achievement strategies aimed at solving prob-
lems in'the planning phase due to insufficient linguistic resources
as compensatory strategies. The compensatory strategies will be
subclassified according to what resources the learner draws on in
trying to solve her planning problem; a different code ("code switch-
ing", 5.4.3,2.1., "interlingmal transfer ", 5.4.3.2.2.), a different
code and the IL code simultaneously ("inter-/intrulingual transfer",
5.4.3.2.3.), the IL code exclusively ("generalization", "paiiiphraue"
etc., 5.4.3.2.4.), discourse phenomena (eg appeals, 5.4.2.3.5), and
nun linguistic communication ("mime" etc., 5.4.5.2.6.).
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5.4.3.2.1 Code switching

In communication in which foreign languages are involved, there

always exists the possibility of switching from 12 to either Ll or
another foreign language. The extent to which this is done depends
on the interaCtants' analysis of the 'communicative situation (cf.
5.2.3.). Thus in the foreign language classroom, learners frequently
share the 11 with their teacher, which enables them to code switch
extensively between 12 and 11.

Code switching (or "language switch", Taione/Cohen/Dumas 1976,
Timone 1977, Blum/Levenston 1978a, Corder 1978a,b) may involve
varying stretches'of discourse from single words up to complete
turns. When code switching only affects single words, as in example
(1), the strategy is sometimes referred to as "borrowing" (Corder
19701a,b).

(1) do you want to have some ah - Z!nsen or do you want to

have some more ...

[8015

5.4.3.2.2. Interlingual transfer

Whereas with the code switching strategy learners ignore the
IL code, strategies of interlingual transfer result in a combi-
nation of linguistic features from the IL and the 11 (or other
languages different from the L2 in question). As described in
Tarone/Cotwat/Dumas 1976, interlingual transfer (termed "transfer
from NL") may involve the transfer of phonological, morphological,
syntactic or lexical features to the IL.

If a lexical item is adjusted to IL phonology and/or morphology
(cf. example (2) below), the strategy of interlingual transfer is
sometimes referred to as "foreignizing" (Ickenroth 1975), whereas
adjustawx.r at the lexical level of the IL system (eg translating
compounds or idiomatic expressions from 11 verbatim into 12,
cf. example (3) below) is described as "literal translation"
(Terme 1977).

(2) Native speaker: how do you go to school [..]

Learner: ..] sometimes I take my er - er what's it called

- er [..f "knallert" 6nalq -

PIF, "knellert" Danish for "moped.]

(3) they [my pets eats - erm greens - thin

PF,"gieens things" = Danish "grentsager" = 'vegetables]
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5.4.3.2.3 Inter-/intralingual transfer

Especially in situations in which tne learner considers the'L2
formally similar to her LI, strategies of inter-/intralingual
transfer may be applied. The result of the strategy is a general-

ization of an IL rule (see below 5.4.3.2.4.), but the generaliza-
tion is influenced by the properties of the corresponding LI struc-
tures (cf. 3ordens 1977, Kellerman 1977, 1978). Thus Danish learn-
ers of English might generalize the regular -ed suffix to irregular
verbs on the basis of the way verbs in Danish are distributed be-
tween the regular and the irregular declensional classes (eg Danish

svamme svemmede (past tense), English swim - *swimmed).

5.4.3.2.4 IL based strategies

The learner has various possibilities for coping with communi-
cative problems by sing her IL system: she may (1) generalize;
(ii) paraphrase; in coin new words. As a special type of IL
based strategies we include (iv) restructuring.

(1) Generalization

By generalization learners solve problems in the planning phase
by filling the "gaps" in their plans with IL items which they would
not normally use in such contexts. As seen from a L2 perspective,
the strategy resembles overgeneralization of a L2 item as it results

in the extension of an item to an inappropriate context. However,
this is not necessarily the case for the learner, who may not yet
know the appropriate context for the relevant item, in which case
she can hardly be said to cvergenera1ize. An obvious exception to
this is generalization as an achievement strategy to compensate for
formal reduction (cf. 5.4.1.1: as the learner "knows" the most ap-
propriate item but decides to avoid using it (formal reduction)
she clearly overgenetalizes ii. "sing an alternative - and less ap-

propriate - item.

Our usage of the term overgeneralizatien is obviously more re-
stricted than that normally found in the literature on communica-
tion strategies (see eg Tarone/Fradenfeider/Selinker 1976, Tarone/
Cohen/Dumas 1976), as the normal usage conflates an lt with a L2
perspective and characterises violation of restrictions which hold
on rules in L2 as instances of overgeneralization.

Gene:alization,differs from the functional reduction strategy
of meaninn replacement (cf. 5.4.2.2.) in that the learner, when

fralizing, does not change her communicative goal: the learner
mes that her "original" goal can be reached by twine a general-

ized IL item or, in other words, that the generalized item can
convey the appropriate meaning in the given situation/context.
Whether "lexical substitution" (Tarone/Frauenfelder/Selinker 1976),
"approximation" (Tarone/Cohen,'Dumas 1976, Tarnne 1977 the use of

superoedinate terms (Ickenroth-1975, Blum/Levenston 1970a) etc. ,:re
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instances of generalization strategies or of functional reduction
strategies is difficult to tell from the rather vague definitions
these terms have normally been given in the quoted literature. Cf.
the following: " ... lexical substitution - using a word in the
target language which does not communicate exactly the concept which
the learner desires, but which shafts enough semantic elements in
common with the desired concept to satisfy the learner." (Tarone/

Frauenfelder/Sellnker 1976:127). If this can be taken to mean that
the learner, in using a lexical substitute to fill a gap in her
vocabulary, believes that the substitute will convey her intended
meaning, this implies that the learner's underlying behaviour is

achievement, rather than reduction, and that lexical substitution
is a generalization strategy. (That the effect lexical substitu
tion may be that the intended meaning does not get across to the
interlocutor is irrelevant in the context of the present article
in which we take the learner's, and not her interlocutor's or the
analyst's, point of view, cf. 2.1.).

As en instance of generalization we include the following example,
in which the learner uses the superordinate term "animals" to refer
to her rabbit

(4) Native speaker: do you have any Jnimals -

learner: (laugh) yes - er - er that is er - I don't know

how I shall say that in English -

C...]
Native speaker: I think they must be rabbits -

learner: er what

Native apsakset rabbits -

learner: rabbits -

Native speaker: yer rabbits

[...]
Native speaker: does it - sleep on - in your room

Learner: er my my animals -

Native speaker: mm your animal

[PIO
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(11) PareOrese

By using paraphrase strategy, the learner solves a problem In
the planning phase Ivy-41111N the 'gap' in her plan with a construc-

tion which is well-formed according to her IL system (cf. Terone

19773198 for related definition of paraphrase). Paraphrases can

have the form of descriptions or circumlocutions (Varadi 1973, Tarone

1977), the learner mussing on Xiiiaeristic properties or func-

tions of the intended referent. Thus in ex.1 the learner describes
'interest' as "have some more money *. In the following example,

the learner tries to explain 'moped'.

(5) Learner: E..] some people have a car - and some people have

a er bicycle - and some people have a er - arm - a cykel

there is d m motor

Native speaker: oh a bicycle - with a motor

[PIO

As a c!lecial type of description can be mentioned the use of a

converse term t negation, as discussed in Blum/levenaton 1977.

Paraphracci can also be exemplifications, the learner using a
hyponymic expression instead of the (mie.ing) superordinate term.
The learner who tried to communicatie 'moped' by means of a de-
scription (example 5) earlier used exemplification, without success

(example 6).

(6) Learner: er (laugh) knallert - ['knee] - er (laugh) [..]

you know er Poch

[PIU,"knallert" Danish for 'moped'; "Duch" a make of moped]

(Lit) Word-coinage

As the term says, a word-coinage strategy involves the learner in
a creative construction of a new IL word (cf. Vdradi's "airball" for

'balloon'). In the following example, the learner wants to refer to

the curve of a stadium.

(7) we were eittirg in the - rounding of the station and [..]

1.B0]

(iv) Restructuring

A restructuring strategy is used whenever the learner realizes

that she cannot complete a local plan which she has already begun

realizing} and develops an alternative local plan which enables her



fi

to communicate her intended message without reduction (cf. "message
abandonment", 5.4.2.2., which can be considered the redkctional
parallel to restructuring).In an example punted by Aibrechtaen/
henriksen/Ferch (1979) the learner gets aiaund the word dauterr
by restructuring his utterance: " ... my parents has I have er four
elder sisters ...". In the following example, the learner wants to
express that he is hungry.

(8) my tummy - my tummy is - 1 have (inaudible) I must eat some -

thing

[11°)

5.4.3.2.5 Cooperative strategies

As pointed out y Tarone (1979), the interactional aspect of com-
munication is of . insiderable significance for a discussion of com-
munication strategies. She therefore proposLs to broaden the defini-
tion of communication strategy "to make it clear that the term re-
lates to a mutual attempt of two interlocutors to agree on a meaning
in situations Where requisite meaning structures do not seem to be
shared"(farone 1979). That conversations between learners and native
speakers often contain a fair amount of metalinguietic communication
is a well-known fact, discussed eg in Glahn 1980. However, we do not
find it feasible to broaden our definition of communication strategies
in the way suggested by Tarone; although problems in interaction
are necessarily "shared" problem:3 and can be solved by joint efforts,
they originate in either of the interactants, and it i up to her
to decide whether to attempt a solution herself, eg by using a
linguistic-based achievement strategy, or to signal her problem to
ner interlocutor and attempt to get the problem solved on a coopera-
tive basis.

If the individual decides to try to solve her problem herself and
she succeeds in communicdting her intended meaning to her interlocu-
tor, the interactants clearly do not reach a state of "mutually
attempting ... to agree on a meaning". If, however, the individual
does not succeed in communicatIng her intended meaning by v4ing a
non-cooperative strategy, this may functio$as a "problem indica-
tion", leading to a cooperative solution.

1r the learner decides to signal to her interlocutor that she is
experiencing a communicative problem and that she needs assistance,
she makes use of the cooperative communication strategy of "appeal-
ing" (cf. herons/Cohen/Dumas 1976, Tarone/Frauenfelder/Selinker 1976,
Tarone 19)7, lilimatevenston 1978a, Corder 1978a,b). Appeals, which
can be characterized in ethnomethodological terms as "self-initiated
other repairs" (Schegloff/3efferson/Sacka 1977: 363ff.). can be
direct (cf. example 9), or indirect. In the latter case ("admission
737-Winrance", Palmberg 19791, the :earner often sipplemente the
(indirect) appeal by another communication strategy, as seen in
example
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(9) Native speaker: what er colour is it -

Learner: er skim (laugh) er - er - what's - colour is this

(points to her sweater)

Elf]

(10) after my school 1'11 start era (sigh) er - I learn erm shirts

and er (laugh) can't explain that er - sy - Ely:] I I can't

say that

[Plf,"ey" Danish for 'sew]

As mentioned above, an unsuccessful non-cooperative strategy say

function as a "problem indication". In this case the strategy has

the same function as an appeal, though this is unintended by the

learner.

In communicative situations with well - defined communicative goals

(eg problem-solving activities), and in which one of the inter -

actants has a less elaborated linguistic system than the other(s),

the interactants may change the distribution of _roles in such a way

that the communicative task is reduded for the linguistically "hand-

icapped" interactant (J.Wagner 1979). This can be characterized as

a "global" strategy, affecting the overall organization of discourse.

5,4.3.2.6 Non-linguietic strategies

In face-to-face ccmwmanication, learners frequently resort to

non-linguistic strategies such as mime, gesture and sound-imitation

(cf. Tarone 1977, Corder 1978a,b). Although non-linguistic strat-

egies are sometimes use:- the learner's one and only attempt at

solving a communicative lam they are often used to "support"

other - verbal - strategies. An important function of non-linguistic

strategies is to signal an appeal to the interlocutor.

5.4.3.3 Retrieval problems

In realizing a plan, learners may have difficulties in retriev-

ing specific IL items (see above, 5.3.2.), and may adopt achievement

strategies in order to get at the problematic item. This phenomenon

has been studied by Glahn, who concludes that the learners who par-

ticipated in the task "immediately realized whether they did or did

not possess a term In French", and that in some cases they "knew

that the term was there", and they wouldlave to retrieve it in

some way" (1978). The following six retrieval strategies were iden-

tified in the experiment: waiting for the term tc appear; appealing

to formal similarity; retrieval via semantic fields; searching via

other languages; retrieval from learning situations; sensory proce-

'auras.
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5.4.4 Overview of communication strategies used in speech production

forms' reduction strategies:

learrmr communicates by means
of 'reduced" system, in order
to avoid producing non-fluent or
incorrect utterances by realiz-
ing insufficiently automatized

,for hypothetical tulos/iteme

functionelreduction strategies:

Learner reduces her communicative
gas' in order to avoid a problem

Achievement strategies:

learner Attempts to solve com-
municative problem by expending
her communicative resources

Subtypes:

phonological
morphological
syntactic
lexical

Subtypes:

actions' and/or modal reduction
reductiorkof the propositional
content'
topic avoidance

message abandonment
mesnifig replacement

Subtypes:

1111.14"121"-course prob awe
strategies,simed st solving lin-
guistic code problems:
cods switching

interlingusl transfer (incl.mfor-
eignizing" and "literal tranals
tion")

inter-/intralinguel transfer
ll based strategies:

generalization
paraphrase
word-coinage
restructuring

cooperative strategies (incl.
appeals)

non-linguistic strategies:
mime
gesture
sound-imitation

strategies aimed at solving re-
trieval problems:

waiting for the term to appear
appealing to formal similarity
retrieval via 'semantic fields
searching via other languages
retrieval from learning situa-
tions

sensory procedures
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5.5 Receptive communicatiun strategies

The model of intellectue' ',ehaviour which was established in

3.2. can be used for rhea ,rafizing strategtes adopted by the learn-

htf9°'
er for ing prOleme A decoding 12 utterances. As is the cape

with t learning strategies, we can drew a distinction between

peycholinguibtac and behavioural receptive strategies. Psycholin-

guistic receptive strategies are illustrated by fig.1, behavioural

receptive strategies by fig.16,

Problem:

what does

Xi
/
mean"

- Planning

Plan:

(1) create X
IL

(2) compare

X
12

and X
IL

I I
Real ration Realization

process 1
)
process 2

X11 ., Xi",

then X
t2

means X
It

Psycholinguistic receptive strategies

Problem:

whet dues

X
12

mean?

Planning

Plan

appeal to

authority

- - - - Realization praiess

ha4nuN 4,t XI/

Behavioural tecsptive strategies



As psycholinguistic receptive strategies can be used those of
the productive achievement strategies 4116 make use of prior lin-
guistic knowledge related to the Its interlingual treflerer
(5.4.3.2.2.), inter-/intralingual transfer (5.4.3.2.2.), and the
IL based strategist of generalization and word coinage (5.4.3.2.4.
(1) and (iii)). Making use of prior linguistic knowledge and com-
paring this with input resembles the learning strategy of inferenc-
ing (cf. 4.4.2.2.), and "inferencing" has been mentioned in the
literature as a receptive strategy (Bialystok/Fratlich 1977, Bia-
lystok 1978, 1979b). If the learner res;orta to explicit IL knowl-

edge in order to solve a receptive problea, the strategy resembles
the process of monitoring ih speech production. This would be the
case if this learner had to run through an internalized paradigm
mentally in order to interpret a particular morpheme.

The last-mentioned type of receptive strategy resembles the
behavioural receptive strategies in being appeals to authority - in

the case of the psycholinguistic strategies, appeals to 80 internal-
ized authority.In interaction between an IL user and a native
speaker there is ample room for adopting the behavioural receptive
strategy of appeal to authority. either as a direct appeal (example
11) or as an indirect appeal (example 12). These can be seen as
the receptive :lets to the self-initiL.e., other-repairs dis-
cussed in connect with cooperative strategies (5.4.3.2.5.).

4

(11) Native speakers do they have a a white - a white tail -

Learner: tail - what is tall -

fir]
(12) Native speaker: do you - make clothes in your spare time..

mm

Learner: spore time -

Native speakers well in your time when you're nut at school

at the week -ends - in the evenings

Eig
The learner may also appeal fur confirmation that her inter-

pretation is correct, at in example 13.

(13) Native speaker: do you smoke a lot -

Learner: - a lot very. much -

[P11]
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6. 1,2 learning and communication strategies

As mentioned in 2.2., learning often takes place through com-

munication, in particular in informal 1.2 learning contexts. For

this reason It can sometimes be difficult to draw a hard and fast
distinction between learning and communication strategies in actual
communicative situations. In the present chapter we discdas how
communication strategies can lead to learning, and we try to clas-

sify the communication strategies .isted 5 according to whether

they are likely to bare a learning effect or no;.

In 4.1. we drew a distinction between rule formation and auto-
matization, and in 4.3.2. we went into a further categorization
of rule formation into hypothesis formation and hypothesis testing.
As the use of a communication strategy presupposes that the learner
experiences a problem, this implies either that her IL system does

riot as yet contain the appropriate item/rule (planning problem),

or that the appropriate 'it item/rule is difficult to retrieve or

is considered problematic true a correctness or fluency point of

view (realization problem). We can therefore conclude that com-

munication strategies which aim at solving problems (productive or

receptive) in the planning phase can lead to L2 learning only with

reseect to hypothesis Formation, WI, that communication strategies

in connection with the realization .nose will be associated with

automatization only.

X
A basic condition fqetcommonicat,on strategies to have a poten-

tial learning effect is that they are governed by achievement,
rather than avoidance, behavior'.: If learners avoid developing a

plan and change the goal instead so that this can be reached by
means of the communicative resources she already possesses in her

IL, no hypothesis formation takes place and figr It system remains

unaffected (although the automatization of the system may hereby
be increased in general due to practice). Similarly, if learners

avoid using a particular 11 item because of uncertainty about its
correctness (formal reduction), thin clearly does not lead to auto-
matization of the relevant item (but again, possibly, to a con-

solidation of some ot In aspect o( the eyaram).

the difference between productive and receptive communication
strategies with respect to hypothesis formation mirrors the dif-
ference established in 4.4. between iderencing and gon-inferencirsi
transfer (4.4.2.2.); In using a productiye communication strategy,
the learner relies exclusively on priooknowledge end experience,
whereas the learner, when trying to cope with a receptive problem,
relates her prior knowledge to intake. Within each of the two types

of communication strategies (productive/receptive), one can again
identify strategies which resemble the psycholinguistic learning
strategies (all productive achievement strategies except the co-
operative strategies (5.4.5.2.5.) in addition to the psycholinguis-
tic receptive strategies (5.5.)), and strategies that are related

to the behavioural learning strategies (productive and receptive

57
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Ae regards automatization, toe retrieval strategies mentioned in
5.4.3.3. have a clear potential lealning effect; if learners attempt
to retrieve an IL item and succeed it may be easier to make use of

the item on future occasions. The receptive strategy of consulting
an internalized reference grammar ("monitoring", 5.5.) can also be

assumed to have a potential positive effect on automatization. Final-
ly, it should lie pointed out that to the extent strategies Involve
the learner in using other aspects of the IL system than what is
considered problematic, this can also be assumed to contribute in-
directly to automatization of the system in general, as pointed out

above.

Fig.17 contains a summary of he potential learning effect of

communication strategies.

potential learning potential learning

hygothesis formation

interlinqual
transfer

Intergintra-
transfer s

generalization a6..

word-coMmic

1Wetertt lotg

rat owes

appeals:

prudtit. t Ivo
tot opt too

automatization

retrieval

productive

"monitoring'
receptive

Factising IL

code-switching

non- lingulst 1C

strategies

[

reduction strategies

paraphrase

restructuring

fku.I/. Pottlitiai ledtninq effect at ctmounic;,,ton sttatetiles
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7. Summery and conclusion

7.1 Summary

The approach we adopt in the present article can be characteriz-

ed with respect to three types of problems in IL studies: the choice

of perspective, the relationship between learning and communication,

and the ontological statue of classes of IL phenomena. Our descrip-

tion of processes and strategies, is based on the learner's, and not

the analyst's, point of view. We maintain a distinction between

processes /strategies in learning and in communication. And we

assume that strategies do not constitute a I-natural' class of phe-

nomena, given a priori, but rather that the class of strategies

has to be established by means of defining criteria based on the

Crkenntnisinteresse of the analyst.

Central to our description of processes and strategies is a

general model of goal-related intellectual behaviour. Within this

model, strategies constitute a subclass of plans and ar defined

by means of two criteria: problem-orientedness and consciousness.

Both of these are based on oJr interest in questions of FL learn-

ing and teaching and have a clear relevance For motivational and

methodological aspects of FL teaching. The criterion of problem-

orientedness implies that the learner is having a problem in reach-

ing a particular learning or
communicative goal, the criterion e

consciousness implies that the learner is consciously aware of her

having sucn a problem. Hence consciousness refers to the problem,

and net to the plan which the learner adopts in order to cope with

her problem. Strategies can consequently be defined as potentially

conscious plena for solving what to an individual presents itself

as a problem in reaching a particular goal.

Learners may attempt to solve their problems in L2 learning by

means of psicholinguistic or behavioural learning strategies.

Psycholinguistic strategies are adopted if the learning problem

is a problem in hypothesis formation, behavioural strategies if

the problem is a problem in hypothesis testing or in increasing

automatization. The psycholinguistic strategies can be eubclaasified

on the basis Of whether/how the learner makes use of prior knowl-

edge in hypothesis formation. la this way a distinction can be

made between the psycholinguistic strategies of induction, infer-

encing, and transfer.

Communication strategies are used in order to solve problems

in either the planning or the realization of speech production.

Strategies used in speech reception constitute a special class

and have been discussed separately. Planning ro lams can be caused

4y (1) lack of linguistic resources 2 uncer s n y about the cor-

rectness of rules/items belonging to the IL system (3) expectation

of fluency problems in connection with the realization of specific

rules/items. Realization problems are problems in retrieving the

phonologicel/orthogrephical forms of items which have been selected

for the Pram
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Communication strategies can be subclassified into formal reduc-
tion, functional reduction anu achievement strategies, each of which
classes contains a range of specific strategies (0f. 5.4.4.) In ad-
dition to their communicative function, several of these strategies
can have a subsidiary learning effect, contributing to either hy-
pothesis formation or to automatization.

7.2 Discussion

By adopting problem-orientednese, rather than consciousness, as
the primary defining criterion of strategies we avoid basing our
definition directly on a concept of rather problematic status. This,
however, does not imply that the-issue of consciousness is of rel-.
atively minor importance in connection with a discussion of strat-
egies in FL learning and communication: it is difficult to imagine
how methods of handling learning and communication strategies in the
Fl classroom can be developed before we know more about the rela-
tionship between (types of) consciousness, learner variables and
learning/communication.

In our discussion of L2 learning we have pointed out that it
can be difficult to apply the defining criteria of strategies to
learning plane as it is unclear to what extent psycholinguistic and
behavioural activity leading to L2 learning can be seen as the re-
sult of the learner being aware of specific learning problem.. We
hero touch upon something which we have not considered-in the ar-
ticle: the role of learning plans an0 strategies in, the FL class-
room. It is a question of teaching methods whether teachers make
'camera aware of specific teaming problems, rather than try to
titicr rle-Tiarnc:a the relevant L2 .tom directly. In the ormer
case, L2 learning may proceed by means of learning strategies em-
ployed by the learner. In the 'attar case, it is the teacher who
devises a teaching strategy - learning takes place in the learner
by means of a non-strategic plan established by the teacher. Hope-
fully, future research in this area will reveal to what extent
learners can be made conscious about problems within the different
phases of l2 learning (hypothesis formation, hypothesis testing,
automatization), and to what extent learning strategies (as used
by the learners) can be utilized in the fL classroom.

Because of the specificity of IL communication:, as compared to
communication in Lt, there is loss difficulty in applying the de-
fining criteria to It communication than to L2 learning. However,
there exist some real problems for the IL analyst in applying the
defining criteria to data it is not necessarily the case that the
defining criteria leave any tracea in the learner's IL performance
which ran be used by the analyst as "strategy markers" (cf. Ferch/
Kasper 19H0).
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By adopting the learner's and not the analyst's or the 12 speak-

er's perspective we have to exclude a number of phenomena from
the class of communication strategies which have been referrmdtoin
the literature as strategies. This is eg the case with 'prefabs'

(larone/Cohen/Wmas 1976:80), 'overelaboratton' (Tarone/Cohen/Dumas
1976:81), and 'simplification' (Widdowson 1977:12), none of which
con be seen as plans devised by learners 11 order to solve problems
in planaing or realizing Il communication.

One aspect of communication strategies which it has not been
possible to discuss in the present article is the setuencin of

strategies in communication: learners often have to rt y out a

number of different strategies before they succeed in reaching
then communicative goal. Thus the learner who produced the data
cortaihed in examples 2,5,6 adopted the following sequence of

strategies in order to communicate 'moped':

language switch + generalization: cykel (= 'bicycle')

language switch: knallert (= hooped')

interlinqual transfer: eknilaq
paraphrase: exemplification Puch

paraphrase: circumlocuflOn some people have a car ...

(cf. example 5)

A similar type of sequence, moving from tl bar4l to L2 based
strategies, is often seen ,trl data produced by eleaVntary and inter-
mediate learners within the PIF corpus. One possible explanation of
this is that the learners who are normally taught by English teach

's nose native language as -11.16 are used ts 'It iktng up the

word" they need in the teacher by giving it in Danish in the class-
room. This procedure may be efficient as seen within a learning
perspective, whereas it is highly questionable whether it contri-
butes to the learner's communicative competence in any positive way.
One might indeed argue that if leayners are encouraged to use Ll
based strategies in the zlassroom this gives them the faulty im-
pression that they can do the same in communicative situations with
speakers whose L1 is different from their own. This points forward
to our last topic: the relationship between learning and cemmunt-
cation processes/strategies and FL teaching.

7.3 Some implications for FL teaching.

One important aspect of communicative competence is situational
and intentional appropriacy, not to be understout in the stylistic
sense of 'decorum' only but also in the sense of choosing the most
efficient means of reaching one's communicative goal in a given
communicative situation. If learners are not made aware of the fact
that different communicative situations may call for different so-'

lotions to problems but exclusively transfer their classroom-based
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communicative behaviour to other types of communicative situation
(cf. the example of sequencing in 7.2.), they are likely to pro-
duce more or less inappropriate utterances outside the classroom.
It is important for learners to become aware of the significancn
40-.Einechtitzung' - not just with respect to communication strat-
egies but also with respect to other aspects of communication. But
before we can give precise directions to learneraabout the use of
communication strategies we need further studies of the communi-
cative effect of different types of strategies relative to differ-
ent types of communicative situations.

There also exists a need for investigations into the relation-
ship between different learning strategite and different learning
situations (eg formal/informal situation*, different types of in-
formal situations), and between different learning strategies and
different 'distances' between Ll and L2 as perceived by the learner
(cf. Kellerman 1978). On the basis of suet, investigations it should
be possible not only to assess the potential learning effect of the
different types of learning strategies but also to suggest how
learning strategies should be utilized in the FL classroom.

Ignoring the fact that there are many unresolved questions con-
cerning the potential function of learning and common .cation strat-
egies within a FL contet, we might venture to consider the general
question whether learning and communication strategies should be
taught If by teaching we mean passing on new informatidn only
there is probably no need to "teach" strategies: FL learners no
doubt have implicit kribwledge about both learning and communication
strategies and make use of this. But if by teaching we also mean
making learners conscious about aspects of their (already existing)
behaviour it is Obvicws that we should teach them about st.ategies,'
in partirilar how tc lee !earn;. and communication strategies
most appropriately. Before We can do so, however, we need more in-
formation about the potential effect of different types of strat-
egies, as mentioned above. Furthermore, the choice of teaching
methods will have to take into consioeration what the relationship
is between learner variables and learners' preference for strat-
egies (cf. the two basic types of underlying behaviour: achievement

and avoidance, 5.3.3.), as well as the relationship between learn-
ers' preference for strategies and teaching goals/methods. Thua
ors might imagine that learners would be induced to opt for reduc-
tion stretegias if the FL teaching gives high priority to correct-
ness and possibly penalizes errors against the L2 norm, even if
these are a result of achievement strategies.

Would it be feasible to have learner, engage in comounicative
situations in the classroom which require a more extensive knowl-
edge of l? than what the learners can be expected to have? On the
one hand, there is a risk of frustrating the learners by making
too strong domande on their ability to communicate. On the other
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hancr;\ there could be considerable gains in teaching learners how

to compensate for inaflikcient linguistic resources by using the
totality of their communicative resources creatively and appropri-

ately.

With the last-mentioned question we reach a topic which has

been extensively discussed in recent years: syllabus design, pros
and cone of a notional/functional syllabus as compared to a 'tra-

ditional. structural syllabus. Basic to a notional/functional ap-

proach is the attempt to establish syllabuses which are geared
towards very specific communicative needs, something which is nei-
thei realistic nor desirable in connection with courses like most

FL courses offered within school programmes. In connection with
such courses, communication strategies can be seen as devices which

enable learners to bridge the inevitable gap between classroom in-
teraction and specific, authentic communicative situations, hereby
increasing their communicative competence in a way w.:ich is specific

for IL communication. Parallel to this, learning strategies are what

will enable learners to develop a pacific linguistic competence
relative to those types of communicative situations in which they
need their FL outside the classroom. In other words, by learning

how to use learning and communication strategies appropriately,

learners will be more able to bridge the gap between formal and

informal learning situations and between arti:icial and authentic

communicative situations.

JA mach' 14.. einen Plan

sei our ein grosses Licht
and mach' dann noch 'nen zweiten Plan
gehn tun sie beide nicht

Brecht: Dreigroachenoper
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NOTES

1. "Wenn also die Sachanalyse des Ausdrucks 'Handlung' eine
systematische Analyse dessen liefern soli, was die Aktanten
des Alltags darunter verstehen, dann heisst des nicht, dass
die Aktanten des Alltags berelts caber eine solche systematische
Analyse verfiigten. Das Gegenteil ist der Fall."

2. This approach is in line with thut represented by ethnomotho-

dological studios of conversation, and as expressed in the fol-
lowing quotation: "In the ensuing discussion ... it should be
clearly understood that the 'closing problem' we are discussing
is proposed as a problem for conversationalists; we are not

interested in it as a problem for analysts except in so far,
and in the ways, li is a problem for participants." (Schlegldff/
Sacks 1973:290).

3. Cf. the phasing of lessons into presentation, explanation, re-
petition, practice, and transfer, as in the (audio- visual)
CREDIT- method (Hoget 1972:xi ff.), where it is the function of
the transfer phase to provide an opportunity for the learner
to use the rules and elements learned in the previous phases in
communicative tasks.

4. "die ontologische Grundannahme einer vom Erkennenden unabtaingig-
en Struktur der Welt" (1968;150); "... (der) Objektivismus der
Wissenschaften(,denen) die Welt gegenstandlIch ale ein Univer-
sum von Tatsachen (erscheipt), dessen gesetzmassiger Zusammen-
hang deskriptiv erfasst warden kann" (151). "Methodische Grund-
satzentscheidungen haben diesen eigenttimlichen Charakter,
weder walkurlich noch zwingend zu sein. Sle erweTsen sich dls
dngemessen oder verfehlt" (161).

5, " . . dyoam.ache Aufe_trarderfu!ce von verschiedenen /ostanden
ernes binges bzw. Systems".

6. "dos Progrdmm [Plan] ist nichts Gagebenes, Fertiges, aondern
ern Prozess, der Prosess der Programmierung".

7. Cf. "The planning process only takes place whenever the language
user does not reach her aclional goal automatically and as a
matter of cause." ("Die Pldnbildung findet nur dann statt, wenn
der Aktant nicht automatisch und selbstverstlindlich zum het
seinerttandlung kommt.") (Rehboin 1977:147).

B. "Wissen eines Individuums oder etner Menschengruppe daruber,
class das von ihm (ihr) beherrschte Wissen nicht yontigt, ern
/lel erreichen zu konoen und doss &loses Wrssen deshalb ent-
sprechend erweitert warden muss''.
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9. Cf. "What distinguishes the wore chitect from the best of

bees is this, that the architect rats his structure in ima-

gination before he erects it in reality. the end of every

labour-process, we get a result that already existed in the

imagination of the labourer at his commencement" (Marx 1912:
157). ("Was aber von vornherein den schlechtesten Baumeister
vor der beaten Biene auszeichnet, ist, dass er die Zelle in
seinem Kopf gebaut hat, bevor er ale in Wachs baut. Am Ende
des Arbeitsprozesses kommt sin Resultat heraus, des beim Beginn

desselben schon in der Vorstellung des Arbeiters, also schon

ideell yorhanden war" (1966:193)).

10. "Aktionsplhne oder Strategien sand Auedruck der spezifisch
menschlichen Fahigkeit zur geistigen Vorwegnahme des Ergeb-
nisses einer Tatigkeit und des bewussten planmessigen llandelns

zur Erreichung eines lie's" (1°75:285).

11. C. "By communication strategy we understand a plan devised
for the optimal realization of a communicative intention, which,

in taking account of the objective and subjective factors anu
the conditions of the communication process, determines the
Internal and external structure of a text, and from which the
use of linguistic means of expression derives." ( "Mir verstahen

unter Kommunikationestr_tegie Linen Plan zur optimalen Reali-

eierung einer Kommunikationsabsicht, der unter Berlicksifntigung

der objektiven and subjektiven Faktoren und Bedingungen des Kam-
muniketionsvorgangs die innere und liuseere Struktur eines Textes

festlegt und von dem rich die Verwendung der sprachlichen
staltungsmittel ableitet." (1975:285).

12. "The speaker's strategy is a behavioural plan for linguistic
actions embedded in the speech situation ... according to which
the current speaker, in continue feedback with the entire speech
components, selects a combination of linguistic means and speech

acts which is most efficient within a medium-term perspective."
("Die Sprecheretrategie ist ein in der Sprechaituation ver-

ankerter/eingebetteter Verhaltensplan fUr Sprachhandlungen, nach

dem der jeweilige Sprecher in sthndiger RUckkoppelung zu saint-

lichen Sprechkomponenten die mittelfristig wirkungsvollste
Sprachmittel-/iprechakt-Kombination wahlt") (1977:137).

13. for an attempt at establishing a methodological hiealchy, Leading
to FL internalization and automatization, cf. the discussion of
applications of Cal'perin's theory of learning to FL teaching in

Buur/Rehbein (1979).

14. See also Llamas (1977:11), who makes e similar point. A rather
different specification of overgeneralization is given by Kiel-
hdfer/hOrner, who characterize it as a " strategy of discrimina-

tion ( "tine St "ategie der Dis.:riminierung") (1979:121).
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15. The data used to illustrate communication strategies in he
present article originate from two sources: (1) the
"Kommunikative Kompetenz ale realisierbares Lernziel", Semi-
nar (Or Spractashrforschung, Ruhr -Universitit Bochum (80),
(2) the PIF project, Department of English, University of
Copenhagen (PIF). For descriptions of the two corpora of
learner language, vf. Edmondson/House/Kasper/McKeown (1977)
for the BO data and Ferch (1980b) for the PIF data.
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